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Abstract

This study reviews the proposed i-5[/F coassembly program by the

ROK. The review is conducted within the context of the historical

trend of US security assistance to the ROK and ROK military and economic

needs and objectives. Program analysis and assessment include an eval-

uation for the potential of the coassembly program to fulfill ROK needs

and objectives. Assessment is further augmented by a review of lessons

learned by ROC and Japanese coproduction/coassembly programs with the

U.S. Finally, the author identifies potential problem areas and makes

recommendations for solutions.



CHAVIFP I

I NIROUtICT I ON

Background

Security assistance (S.A.) has been a major instrument of American

foreign policy. In context of the Total Force Concept (13:-). U.S.

S.A. has been designed to promote the security and economic well-being

of allies. By encouraging friendly nations to develop an increasingly

greater defense capability; the United States seeks to promote collect-

ive worldwide security and stability while at the same time relieving

itsElf of a portion of the associated military, economic, and political

burdens.

Particular emphasis for S.A. has been qiven to oeopolitically imnor-

tint and sensitive areas and countries. One such country is the Republic

of Korea.*

By virtue of its location, Korea holds vital economic, military,

and political importance for the United States. Open Sea Lanes of

Conwnunication (SLOCs) in the Pacific are a key to the American world-

wide logistics capability ( 4:4). SLOCs to the Indian Ocean, the

eastern coast of Africa, the Red Sea, and the middle East are crucial

to the U.S. projection of influence for combating Soviet begemonist

intentions in Asia. The forward basino capability provided by R.O.K.

therefore directly promotes U.S. worldwide flexibility for economic and

military action. For that reason, continued stability and preservation

*The Republic of Korea, South Korea, Korea, and R.O.K. will be

used interchangeably throughout this thesis.



of the status quo on the Korean peninsula has been a primary goal of U.S.

military and economic aid.

The most singular threat to stability on the Korean peninsula has

come from the North Korean regime of Kim, 11 Sung. Since the Armistice

in 1953, North Korea has continued to develop an aggressive offensive

militavy posture in order to force unification of the two Koreas under

the teniis of Kim, 11 Sung. Exdmples of North Korean aggression in the

post-Korean war era abounid; in 1967 infiltrators from the North caused

131 South Korean deaths, on January 21, 1963 a North Korean commando

unit came within 800 meters of the "Blue House" for an unsuccessful

attempt on President Prk's life, two days later the American intelli-

gence ship U.S.S. Pueblo was captured by North Korean forces, on

April 14, 1969, Aterican EC-121 was shot down by North Korea, and

finally on August 18, 1976 North Korean soldiers murdered two American

officers and wounded four Ainerican enlisted men and four South Koreans

during "the tree cutting incident" at Panmunjon ( 4:26 ). These

incidents combined to shake the confidence of the R.O.K. government

in its ability to respond to North Korean aggression.

The task of American security assistance has therefore been to

bolster South Korean confidence as well as real military capability.

In its formr, the American military aid program has evolved as the

R.O.K.'smilitary and economic abilities have progressed. In its

inception security assistance consisted of Grant Aid (GA). From the

end of the Korean war to 1976 the total amount of direct economic and

security assistance (Grant Aid) totaled $13 billion (15:46)

During that twenty-three (23) year period U.S. S.A. ensured the R.O.K.'s
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ability to counter any military thredt Iroiii the North while at the same

time promoting economic development and stdbil ity of South Korea.* With

the duvelopment of a series of a I ive-Year economic development plans in

1962, Korea has Lianaged to sustain an, average annual GNP growth rate

of more than 10 percent. ( 4: 6 ).

The traditional G.A. program wa!, ended by President Ford in 1976,

because of Korea's impressive economic progress. Much of the assistance

provided under grant aid was switched to the cash and credit program of

Foreign Military Sales (FMS).*

The latest permutation in the evolution of military assistance to

the R.O.K. includes coassembly or coproduction programs. "Coproduction

encompasses any program wherein the United States, either directly or

indirectly, enables a foreign producer to acquire substantial 'know-

how' to manufacture or assemble, repair, maintain, operate..a specific

weapon, communication or support system (13:- )" A goal

of the Korean Force Improvement Program (FIP) is to develop an indigenous

defense industry through coproduction. The first such effort came in

*Almost as important, in American eyes, as military security for

the R.O.K; was the intent to encourage Korean investment into
the economy to promote long term growth. The eventual goal being
complete economic and military self-sufficiency for the R.O.K.

*The terms of the credit provide that the borrower shall pay the U.S.
Government's cost of borrowing, with a one-time charge of one
quarter of one percent. The repayment period will not exceed the
useful life of the item, with the typical repayment period being
8 to 12 years but not to exceed 12 years. Payments are made semi-
annually (MASM: 11111.).
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970 with the M-16 rifle. Later effort,, includ,'d tactical communications

equipment, the HIughes WO helic)pte', drid LuWstol patr'ol und attack ships

( 1:)-

The current godl of Korean coproduction is to develop an adva,.ced

military aircraft industry. Ihe I-5[/f oprduction effort negotiated

by the R.O. K. is the first step toward that goal. This author is aware

of the extensive econumic resources that WWt be invested by his country

in this effort. herefore, this thesis will present the F-5E/F co-

production plan, its impact on R.O.K. economic and military development,

and the prognosis for its successful implementation and execution.

Statement of Justification

Coproduction of the Northrop F-5E/F aircraft by the R.O.K. is a

major milestone in the evolution of U.S. S.A. to South Korea. The economic

growth of Korea has continued at approximately 14 percent annually from

1975 to 1979 (4:B ). It is vital that no coproduction effort results

in adverse economic impacts thereby being counter-productive to the historic

goals of U.S. military assistance to the R.O.K. In order to minimize the

risks entailed by this initial effort, it is imperative that the United

States, the Northrop Corporation, arid the Korean government conduct thorough

planning in order to maximize the probabilities for success. Furthermore,

success is highly dependent upon a complete understanding by the R.O.K.

government and corporations* of the plans developed by the Northrop staff.

This entails consideration for number of variables including: fiscal strength

of the R.O.K. technical capability, social and managerial structure in Korean

*R.O.K. Korean Air Line schedule to coassemble F-5/F fuselage, and SAM

SUNG industry assemble engine.
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industry, and li I i tary and defense requ i roimients.

Prob lem S atement

A need exists to determine whether or not the F-5[/F co-Assembly

decision is consistent with the qloals of U.S. S.A. and the lonI tern~i

Korean objective of developing an ierospace industrial capability.

Such a deterinination must consider Koreain understanding of the co-

assembly decision in context of the evolution of U.S. S.A. as well as

R.O.K. economic and military requirements.

OBJECTIVES:

To describe the SA relationship between the US and the R.O.K.

To examine the latest decision both in perspective of long

standing US-ROK relationships and by describing the program itself.

To outline a framework for assessing the program and a course of

action for successful implementation.

Research D(s ijn

Primary sources of information for research include the various

planning documents of thO Northrop Corporation and interviews with key

managers and decision makers. The planning documents provided informa-

tion revealing the foundation of the I"/5[/ coproduction issue, while

interviews with Northrop manager, provi ided insight of the relative

issues underlying the coproduction package.

Additionally, a strong background of relative issues of aircraft

coproduction with the United States, and Korean-hiierican security assist-

ance issues was obtained from master's thesis, rese.rch reports and Con-

gressional reports. Key documents included: A Case .tlistor of the Co-

production of the F-517 Aircraft by_ t_he Un ited States of America and the
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Republic of Chino,, Security Ass i stanc' to .otth Korea: Osfe~rietof

Poli ti cal , Econo ic and Mi ita y_Is ues f rom 1975.-1979, Aircraf t

Co-roduction arid Procurement Strateqy_,_RF-L Co product ion: United

States and Federal Republic of Germany, the October 1978 Fraser Report

entitled, Investigation of Korean-Amnerican Relations, and a report by

Senators Hubert Humphrey and John Glenn, U.S. Troop Withdrawal from the

Republic of Korea. U.S. Security Assistance policy insight was also

gained by reviewing the International Security Assistance Acts pertinent

to this research. This information was continuously updated by articles

from periodicals and discussions with international S.A. experts.

The research effort concentrated on defining the evolution of U.S.

Security Assistance to the R.O.K. the F-5E/F coproduction decision in

context of this evulutionary policy, and its prospects for fulfilling

the needs and esp'ctations of the Korean government both economically

and militarily.

Limitations and As.uLpt ions

Some of the planning premises, and indeed plans themselves, are

consideredcompetiLion sensitive by the Northrop Corporation and politically

sensitive by the U.S. State Department since the MOU had not been issued

at the time of this research. Therefore, instrumental to this research is

the assumption tht much of the sensitive infonnation is not necessary in

order to develop an accurate conception of the basic plan for implementing

and executing the coproduction of the F-5E/F; and that further, that

information that is essential has been uncovered in non-sensitive planning

documents, interviews of knowledgeable individuals, and other research

efforts and studies of the subject matter.
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RESEARCH _QJE ST_ 1 OS:

I. How does the [-5E/I coproduction decision reldte in the

historical context of Security Assistance Programs between the US

and R.O.K.?

2. Did the coproduction decision consider the needs and best

interests of the R.O.K. 0military, defense industry, and economy?

3. How can current knowledge and lessons learned from previous

coproduction endeavors be used for developing a R.O.K. plan of action?

4. What plan of action should the R.O.K. follow to ensure success-

ful implementation of the program?

Plan of Presentation

Current U.S. Security Assistance is the culmination of a plan develop-

ed by the United States, with the consent of tha R.O.K. over two and one

half decades ago after the Korean war. In order to determine the validity

of the F-5E/F corproduction decision it was necessary to develop this evol-

ution of security assistance, to present the coproduction decision as it

was made, and to analyze its impact on Korean needs, as well as its poten-

tial for successful implementation. Fhe issues and events are organized

as follows:

Chapter, 2 - PreLsents the evolution of U.S. security assistance to South

Korea from economic and grant aid to MS and COpr[OLocLtion.

Chapter 3 - Outlines the F-5[/I cOproduction pro I.

Chapter 4 - Presents an analysis of the coploduction pr-ogram with heavy

reliance on lessons learned during previous aircraft coproduction programs.

Chapter 5 - Addresses the research questions and provides the author's

conclusions and recomnmendations for program success.
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CHtAPTER 11

Ihe Evoluation of U.S. - R.O.K. Security Assistance

Introduction

U.S. foreign policy has operated under the precept that the security

and economic well-being of friendly countries is essential to the security

and economic well-being of the U.S. Since the advent of the Korean War,

the Republic of Korea (R.O.K.) has relied heavily on the U.S. foreign

policy philosophy. The resultant military and economic assistance promot-

ed R.O.K. military and economic development. In its broadest sense; the

U.S. Security Assistance has included military security assistance, the

economic support fund, peace-keepi nq operations, and commerical materials

export. However, with in the U.S. Department of Defense; Security Assist-

ance has a somewhat more narrow cuiipoul ition of the Military Assistance

Program (MAP), also known as Grant Aid (GA), foreign Military Sales (FMS)

Foreign Military Sales Credit (IFMSC), and the International Military

Education and Traininq (I MET) prog ram. Still , a mure specific definition

of Security Assistance is providCl by the Dictionary of Military and

Associated Terms (16:3(0).

"Security Assistance is a group of pro'uigrams ant ho r iz.ed by the

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 , as amended, and the Arms E\port Control

Act of 1976, as amended, or other r,1a te ,tatLutes by which the United

States provides defense articles, military training, and other defense

related services, by grant, credit or cash sales, in furtherance of

national policies and objectives."

As was stated in Chapter 1, this chapter will present the taxanomic

elements of U.S. security assistance to the Republic of Korea. It

8



includes a brief description of key fuiierican governmient and military

agencies of the security assistance structure in order to provide the

reader a basic knowledge of areas of responsibility. Once the bureau-

cratic structure has been developed; a discussion will ensure which is

designed to show the evolution of American security assistance to the

R.O.K. as American foreign policy dnd Korean economic and military

capabilities evolved. Thus, this chapter will draw upon the specific

definition of security assistance presented above, as well as the

broader definition previously developed by the DoD. The principle

elements thereof being economic assistance, military assistance, and

Foreign Military Sales.

KEY AGENCIES OF SECURITY ASSISTANCE

Due to the complex transactions involved in securing military

assistance, it is essential that any buyer or potential buyer under-

stand the great number of Amierican agencies that play an important

role in deciding the types and extent of security assistance that

will be provided. It is critical for any potential FMS customer to

understand that there are two virtually parallel management structures

one within the Department of Defense the other within the State

Department, responsible for conducting FMS programs.

The key agency of American security assistance is the Bureau of

Politico-Military Affairs (BPMA), U.S. State Department. The BPIA

is the central agency concerned with international logistics and has

four major functions: 1) develops policy for national and international

conduct of logistics actions, 2) supervises and directs the conduct

of programs, 3) effects coordination with other government and DoD

agencies, and 4) is responsible for liscensing actions in conjunction
9



with industry-to-industry sales (Haund-out of International Logistics

Overview in School of Systems Logistics).

Although the State Department develops the policies governing U.S.

security assistance implementation including financial management of FMS

programs is the responsibility of the Secretary of Defense. The Defense

Security Assistance Agency (DSAA) performs the following financial manage-

ment functions; develop policy, supervise policy implementation, conduct

sales negotiatons, coordinate planning for the furtherance of the Total

Force Concept (TFC), perform a liason role with industry, assign sales

cases, and oversee the expenditure of funds for those assigned cases.

Within the DoD, there is a second tier of management at each of

the service level Headquarters. Detailed implementation responsibilities

rest with each respective service. The Directorate of International

Programs, 1ig USAF, monitors all Air Force programs through four geographi-

cal divisions (Eastern Division, Western Division, Special Programs Div-

ision, Foreign Military Training Division). The Directorate of Internat-

ional Programs is the "working level" of Air Force programs. Country-

specific disks within each division are responsible for planning and

executing tailor-made programs for each country within that division.

THE EVOLUTION OF US SECURITY ASSISTANCE TO THE ROK

At its inception in 1950, US S.A. to the R.O.K. was a matter of

providing brute force to help that country stave off the attack from

the North. Since that first involvement, American security assistance

has been changed by U.S. legislation, R.O.K. economic and military

capabilities, and the magnitude of the threat from North Korea. The

economic and military evolutionary aspects will be discussed in follow-

ing sections of this chapter. However, since U.S. legislation has

10
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determined what kinds of military and economic assistance may be

provided to American allies, a brief description of milestone legis-

lation arid its impact is in order;

1. The Mutual Security Assistance Act of 1954 consolidated the

Marshall Plan and the 1951 Act. It also established the position of

Director of Mutual Security in the Department of State to supervise

overall military, economic, and technical assistance programs.

2. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 replaced the Mutual Security

Assistance Act of 1954, as amended. Herein Congress restated its be-

lief that the security of the U.S. is strengthened by assuring the

security of other free countries. A key feature of this act is the

fact that it defined the roles of the Secretaries of State and Defense

in security assistance. The Secretary of State was charged with responsi-

bility for the continuous supervision and general direction of security

assistance programs. The Secretary of Defense was, on the other hand,

responsible to implement the military assistance program. Although mili-

tary assistance as a grant aid terminated 30 September 1977 (with the

exception of programs specifically approved by Congress) this parti-

cular act is still the basis for the Economic Support Fund, the Military

Assistance Program, and the International Military Education and Train-

ing Program.

3. The Foreign Military Sales Act (FMSA) of 1968 was amended and

designated the Arms Export Control Act in 1976. The emphasis of this

legislation was to place restrictions on the ways in which FMS and

direct commercial export sales are conducted.

4. The International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control

Act of 1976, as amended, places major Congressional restrictions and

12



controls on U.S. Arms exports. Among these restrict ions are; recovery

of all costs including charges for administrative services, use of plant

and production equipment, non-recurring R&D, and production costs;

a clause which restricts security assistance to countries violating

basic human rights; and that all military equipment transactions of

$25 million or more with non-NATO countries must be transacted through

the U.S. government Pot through commercial channels. Some other import-

ant aspects of the "1976 Act" included termination of MAAGS, restriction

on level of sales not to exceed 1976 level, sales that adversely affect

U.S. combat readiness must be kept to an absolute minimum, and it order-

ed a presidential study of FMS policies. ( 13:- ).

The trend in these acts is hardly mistakeable. The United States

obviously desires to kevp security assistance at the minimum levels

necessary to ensure its own, and its allies national security. A

second trend revealed in legislation is the desire that military sales

programs neither "make" nor "lose" money. Wherein the past the U.S.

has often resorted to give-away programs which natually lost money.

The following three sections will discuss hmerican economic, military,

and FIS assistance as it evolved through the last four decades.

13
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ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

The foundation for American economic assistance to the R.O.K. was

laid by the American Military Government (AMG) of 1941 to 1948. The

AMG suffered from a number of maladies which made it difficult, if

not impossible, to administrate an effective economic assistance pro-

grain. The AMG had difficulties in dealinq with the lack of trained

manpower, the distribution of assets largely owned by the Japanese,

and virtually non-existent transportation systems. Further complicat-

ing the AMGs task was the fact that the Japanese had developed the Korean

economy to complement the Japanese economy. Therefore, there existed

no workable framework for self-sufficient economy in Korea. Due to

Japanese economic exploitation, low crop yields, run-a-way inflation,

and countrywide starvation; ninety percent of U.S. assistance was in

the form of basic necessities such as food, fertilizer, clothing and

fuel.

Reflecting on the state of affairs in its "Investiqation of Korean-

American Relations" the 95th Congress stated,

"The economic depression was exacerbated by the failure of the U.S.

military government to effect meaningful nationwide land reform,

control the extremely high rate of inflation, or strimulate agri-

cultural and industrial production. U.S. economic assistance took

the form of relief, consisting principally of food and basic necessi-

ties."

*These necessities were provided primarily under Government and
Relief in Occupied Areas (GARIOA). Total economic assistance
from 1945-1948 alone was over $400 million.

14



Tile failure, of the AMG to establ i sh an i ndus triol production

capability at this early hour, was to be one of the (Ireat obstacles

for developing a R.O.K. defense industry in later years,

In 1949 the U.S. Army began a three-year program which signaled a

shift from relief and toward long run development. The program used

$350 million of GARIOA funds for capital development, electrical power

production, fertilizer, food, and industrial raw materials. At approxi-

mately the same time Congress had begun to take great interest in the

large sums of money being invested in South Korea by the US. In

actuality the concerns of Congress were twofold: 1) the great in-pour-

ing of funds to Seoul seemed only to increase the value of the "potential

prize" in the event of a communist takeever, and 2) the seeming lack of

concern on the part of Seoul to comply with American human rights poli-

cies was interpreted in many circles as impertinent. (6:49 ).

On the other hand, South Koreans viewed American policy as dis-

jointed and incongruent. How could the Americans propose to achieve

political, economic, and military stability by proposing increased

individual and political freedoms at a time when strong authoritarian

rule was necessary to control larkae numbers ot dissidents anid to rally

the loyal populace in preparation for possible war?

From the Korean perspective, this ambiquity of American foreign

policy was again personified by the withdrawal of most American troops

in 1949. The withdrawalaction was followed almost inmmiediately (Jan

1950) by a statement by then U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson. In

this statement Mr. Acheson stated that the American defense perimeter

15



in Asia extended south from Japan through the Ryukyu Islands.

Conspicuously, this defense perimeter did not include the R.O.K.

Students of Korean politics and history theorize that these two actions

on the part of the United States may have contributed significantly

toward promoting the North Korean invastion in June 1950.

The war wis an economic disaster for the R.O.K. With virtually no

industrial capacity, the entire "backyard" industry dedicated its'

efforts to the war. Additionally, the war took an estimated 300,000

South Korean casualties, 142,000 American casualties and $54 billion

American. (4:21

The end of the Korean war was negotiated by the United States in

an armistice which took effect July 27, 1953. President Rhee of South

Korea was vehemently opposed to tht Armistice, primarily because of his

goal to march to the North and reuni te Korea and its industries. The

Presidents' firm resolution was to base ftutLre economliic growth in Korea

on the resources possessed by both the North and the South. President

Rhee relented only after the United Statt~s aqreed to enter into a Mutual

Defense Treaty which in part promised $1 billion for reconstruction assist-

ance ( 7:16 ).

In the post war years the United States was finally willing to con-

duct some long ranqe economic planninq for the R.O.K. However, as the

first two attempts at such planninq revealed, there was yet a great deal

of uncertainty on the part of the United States as to the eventual future

of the R.O.K.

The 1ASCA Plan was President Eisenhower's fi,'st attempt at an economic

development plan for the R.O.K. The plan was named after Dr. Henry J. Tasca

appointed in April 1953 as a special representative on the Korean recon-

struction ecoromic aid program. After a six week survey, the TASCA Team

16



submittcd its report entitled, "Strengthening the Korean Economly." The

IACSA report appeared to be too optimistic in its treatment of uncertain-

ties about the future of Korean reconstruction and was glaring in its

omission of econoMic requirellent, for future Korean growth and develop-

mtant.

In ail effort begun prior to the IACSA plan, Dr. Robert R. Nathan and

Associates developed the NATHAN Plan for Korean reconstruction. The

NATHAN team was composed of a (iroup of American economists, and pre-

pared an economic study in 1954 at the request of the Lnited Nations

Korean Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA),. Fhe Nathan Plan outlined a five

year period for developing economic self-sufficiency. In addition, the

plan called for capital investment proje(ts wiich clearly duplicated

existini North Korean facilities. ihe recormeindu'd capital investment

projects caused the United States to drop suoport of the plan because

it was not consistent with the American policy goal of a unified Korea.

The NATHAN Plan was subsequently shelved and never implemented.

Thus with no longer-range plan at hand, united States economic aid

during the reconstruction period (1953-Iq)5)7) totaled in excess of $1.5

billion. The Aid had accomplished recon'truction of war damaged

facilities and provided a minimum industrial framework of electrical

power cg-neration, transportation and communications ( 4:53 ).

Economic developmont of South Korea appeared to become stagnant

until Park Chung Hee was elected President in November of 1963. President

Park embarked on a succession five-year economic development plans

that helped the Korean economy at a GNP growth rate not matched by any

Qther Asian nation. In order to give Pirk's five year plan better
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chance for success, the U.S. releascd $?8 million in military aid for

FY 61. This action relieved the R.(. K. economy of having to bear this

extraordinary military burden, and pertiitted the government to direct

its full effort toward economic development. Under the capable and

firm leadership of President Park the First Five Year Economic Develop-

ment Plan (FFYP) posted a 9.4 GNP growth rate. (7:27 ).

President Park's firm leadership style was undeniably responsible

for Korean success under the FFYP. However, the same leadership style

was continuously under criticism from the West because of its firm stand

on limited individual and political freedoms. The Congressional

"Investigation of Korean-American Relations" indicates that the U.S.

used,

...military and economic aid as leverage to induce the Korean

government to adopt certain policies and undertake certain reforms

(human rights). American leverage was enhanced by the R.O.K.

Governments' need for good relations (with the 11S) as a symbol

of legitimacy, both domestically and internationally.

In response to the increased criticism and pressures, President Park

came to the U.S. in May 1965 to confer with President Johnson. The

Presidents developed a two part plan to improve relations. The first

part was for Korea to give priority to normalization of relations with

Japan. The Japanese economy was healthy and looking for ways to expand.

Improved Japanese relations with Korea, the two leaders reasoned, could

likely result in Japanese investments there. The second part of the plan

was designed to boost the American position in Vietnam by demonstrating

that other non-communist nations were interested enough in South Vietnam

to sacrifice lives. This part of the plan was responsible for a
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commitment of a force level in Vietnam of about 50,000 troops from 196(

to 1913 by the R.O.K. In return President Johnson promised $1.5 billion

economic assistance to the R.O.K. over five years. (7:26 ).

During thee last. years of the Vietnam war period Korean-American

relations prosperod. The Agency for In ternational Development (AID)

estimated that Korean foreign exchange earnings from 1966 to 1972 totaled

$925 million. (1:17i AID officials attributed the significant

Korean economic growth to the expanded business opportunities presented as

a result of being involved in a war effort.

The AID organization was perhaps the most successful organization, in

the early 1960's, for promoting k.O.K. economic stability. According to

the Fraser Comitt.ee Report, "The primary role in U.S. economic assistance

was played by All) which provided grants, loans, technical assistance, and

advice. AID worked within the long-ter LI.S. strategy of having Korea

support the cost of its own defense. AID's principle function was to

administer a set oif programs designed to develop Korea to the point of self-

sufficiency ( 7:158). AID was more successful in obtaining Korean support

than other forms of American economic aid. This was due primarily to the

fact that AID was perceived by President Park and other R.O.K. officials

as a fiscal and monetary advisory agency which did not pre-conditionalize

nor withhold its assistance in order to attain R.O.K. political compliance

on sensitive issues.

In his drive for Korean self-sufficiency and independence from foreign

influence, President Park encouraged foreign investment in Korean industry

as well as saving:, in the private sector. lhese were the main ingredients

of his Second Five Year Plan (SFYP), 197-1971. The SFYP became the first

in a series of economic improvement plans which extended into 1981,
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also al ternatively identi fied as the 1hird and Fourth Five Year Plans

Although it was receivinq si qni ficantly less economic aid from the

U.S. after the .FYP, the Korean eCOnomy cont.inued its gradual growth

into the early 1970s. This continued qrowth was based primarily on

the All) encOUra(leCd textile export indus try. Ironically enough, as

Korea arrived on the international export scene, its prime customer,

the United States, was experi enci nq hilgh unE1 (1oyMent rates under

President Nixon. Characteristically, the United States negotiated

export quotas with the R.O.K. COiiipensa tory Measures for Korea

included $100 million in developmiental loans and increased PL 480

(Food for Peace) loan qoardntees to $275 million over a five year

period beginning in 1971 ( 7:194). There is no doubt among econo-

mists that the U.S. trade restrictions dealt a great blow to the

developing Korean economy. The US embassy estimated that Korea's

worldwide exports had been reduced by $400 million in 1976 as a

result of further overseas trade restrictions. (7:203). It

seems perhaps a brutal series of blows to deal to an economy one has

spent nearly thirty years in developing, but for the part of the

United States; the author, if he may be permitted a romantic hypothesis,

surnises these events as the sign for the arrival and maturity of the

Korean economy. Obviously, if greater nations are forced into protect-

ing their own economies from lesser economies of other nations, then

the economies of those other nat ions Must at least in part be competi-

tive. Therefore, the necessity for import restrictions by the U.S. is

perhaps testimony for the success of American economic aid and Korean

ingenuity and sacrifice toward developing an economically self-suffi-

cient nation.
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M IL. IITARY ASI AN CI

The previOUS sect ion di SC uss:ed Amerk inr econoi c as sistance to

the Rep)ublic of Korea. ihi s sect ion di-.cussev; the adjunct, indeed

practically the synonym, for e.ortomic a si 'kt anFce whichi i s military

assi stance undt'r qrant aiid. Al thot)(1ih tiorOL is no distinctive orant aid

period d(l iquatedk vice aI VNS perTiod; it ic (s qleui I1y noted, with respect

to Korea, that f oreiIn~ Military SaL i ir 1te harply in 1974 with

the vow thI of t he .0. K. et.,onotny. A owov or by t he end of 1976 all

Wpant aid to thle .0. K. waS phAI',0d (llt ()I IM".

11he readet' Will t'eCaIl 11D ouri ear d tt it ion of qIrant aid;, the

ftrn i si i t I i it ar~y eLlt m11ien t , Th11P 1it- *wolv icos , aInd tra in i ng

Witih thle unld0)etlud I~ nqOf no repavIiion0lt oh11 i qa i jll (11)thle part of the

R.O0. K. AtieriL,1 ari ant iid to Koroea f lour'i lod dutinq and after the

Korean War urtd0r the sil'i t Of the Muttual P( I tiice Trooty, enacted in

1 953, in tWhich both parties vowed tLL. m i. t 141 ,il tild develop appropriate

tmeans to deter armed at tack and willi tak d o Ilt 1111 e me1SUre'S. .1

Most Oif thle SUi tabIle 11eaSures, Let'iVl ved b othI the UI.S. and Korea

incl1uded econoiic a i d, wiicht Was pe c ti ca11 ly slvlnoioon WiIit t militarty

aid until thle 1 900,,. Sinrce the econoi i c a)peCtS of Amer icarn as si stanice

were coipl etel y disc us sed ill thle prey i ('5 S (Ctioll, Outr di scus S ion Of

grant aid willI conhettate onl the postVitoo time period.

*As the R. O.K. econom y q1rew C;trotmrt illi thle early 1 1,7O s the LI.S.
encouraqje th li, . 0. K. to aI's u Ime i tic rcav stlq sha res o f theit Korea n
defense bUrld'li. In 10173 R.O. K. F M uI-01,1iS totale0d $25.58 mtil.
in 1971 thte fiqutre wats at $144.88 mii 1. (INS Facts 1 [Dec 78).



In its entire history, U.S. military as ,istance to Korea has been

tied to political and economic issues. The American policy of devlop-

ing the Korean military capability was implemented directly through the

Military Assistance Program (MAP), and indirectly through economic aid

(PL 480) and political debate over human rights issues.*

The MAP consisted of grants which Korea used to obtain military

equipment, supplies, and services from the U.S. in addition to the sale

of U.S. surplus defense articles at one-third of their acquisition costs.

The sale of the surplus defense articles was often financed by U.S. loans

to the R.O.K. The Table I shows the extent of grants and loans for

military assistance for the years 1971-1981. To provide a complete

perspective with respect to the increased demands on the Korean economy

to support defense development, the table also presents the percentage

of the R.O.K. GNP dedicated to defense development. The GNP investment

is pres(,nted in terms of U.S. dollars to demonstrate the increasing expend-

iture on defense in familiar values.

*Political issues, such as tie Korean human riqhts issue, served

primarily to restrict the military and economic assistance provided

by the US.
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Table I

US Military Assistance and R.O.K. Investment*

In Defense Spending (In Millions of Dollars; fiscal year)

_ 71 72 73 74 75 j 76 77 78 79 80 81

Grants 541.2 515.2 338.8 100.6 82.61 59.4 5.5* 800 0 0 0

Loans 15.0 17.0 24.2 56.7 59.C 126.C 286.5 275 275 275 275

% of GNP 4.4 4.9 3.1 4.0 4.? 5.1 6. 6.5 5.6

$(U.S.) 387 442 461 734 914 1,525 ,005 2,586 3,219

*This sudden increase in grant aid is the compensation derived in terms

of military equipment for the Phase II withdrawal of American troops.

The trend of decreasing grant aid and increasing loan financiing, down

in the table, actudlly began in the mid-60s. The US began, in that time

period, to encourage the R.O.K. to increase its own military budget. In

fact, the US attempted to suspend the MAP program in the mid 1960s. How-

ever that decision was suspended due to the ROKs dedication of 15,000 fight-

ing troops to support the predominately American war effort in Vietnam.

In the post-Vietnam period American grant aid began a rapid reduction,

based primarily on the American perception of the increased economic strength

* MAP assistance from 1953 to 1971 totaled more than $3 billion while the
sale of surplus defunse articles amounted to about $200 million from
1946 to 1971 (7:173).
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of Korea. American economists generally agreed that a R.O.K. investment

of less than 8-10 percent of GNP was possible without endangering the

impressive growth rate of the Korean economy.

Korean officials did not share the opinion of the American economists.

The R.O.K. noted that American economic grants (PL 480) provided goods

for resale in the Korean market place. Revenue from the resale provided

two-thirds of the R.O.K. defense dollar into the early 1960s.* In spite

of strong R.O.K. objections, U.S. political pressures prevailed and Korea

reluctantly accepted the new American thrust toward Foreign Military Sales

(FMS) on a credit basis. As a result, I'I_ 480 and other U.S. commodity

assistance was reduced from $176 million in 1961 to $20 million in 1969.

The grant portion of PL 480 was finally ended in 1971. (7:162).

However, to avoid confusion, it should be noted that PL 480 continued to

be closely associated to R.O.K. military and economic development after

1971. Firstly because Title II of PL 480 remained in effect. Title II

provided long term (10-40 years), low interest loans for commodity assist-

ance. Secondly, the 1971 Kennedy Agreement provided Title I grant commodity

assistance quid pro quo for textile import restrictions instituted against

the R.O.K. by the U.S. ( 15:48).

*In 1960 the resale of PL 480 commiodities provided enough revenue to support

96 percent of the R.O.K. defense budget.
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Table 2

Funds Provided Under all Economic Assistance Programs 1961 - 1969

(In Millions of Dollars)

1961 19621 I63 196196. 19661 1967 1968 1969

Supporting Assistance 175 93 .i2 75 71 60 45 30 20

Development loans 3 23 128 29 49 80 61 30 20

Public Law 480 44 59 90 81 73 55 73 75 186

Technical Assistance 11 11 5 3 3 5 9 6 5

Total 261 207 [230 208 191 252 1178 180 220

Source; Investiqation of Korean-American

relation P163

In retrospect, American grant aid to the R.O.K. was instrumental toward

the development of a self-sufficient economy. Although ambiguous policy

statements and policial issues resulted in delays to the Five Year Plans

and MOD plans the significance and success of the American assistance

is undeniable.* Once the R.O.K. economy achieved relative self sufficiency

in the 1960's, the emphasis in the 1970's was placed on the development

of a defense industry to form the cornerstone for Korean self-defense.

The necessities and considerations for the development of a R.O.K. defense

industry will be addressed in the succeeding and final section of this

chapter.

*The $1.5 billion MOD plan was originally scheduled for completion

in 1975. However, Congress inte'vened on the basis of human rights

violations by the R.O.K. and reduced the administration's request

for FY 1975 from $238 million to $145 million. Subsequently the

MOD plan was not completed until 1977.
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FMS ENV IRONM[NTS

The R.O.K. 's arms trading program has been, and is most dependent

upon the United States as a source of both weapon systems and military

doctrine. American weapon sales, grants, and military support in

general have formed the baseline for Korean military doctrine and

tactics. A prime example of this was provided by the forward defense

concept near the DMZ as developed by Generals Stillwell and Hollingsworth

in 1974. Another example is the R.O.K.'s and United Nation Command's

(UNC) reliance on American nuclear weapons as a deterrent to North

Korea. It is anticipated that an American nuclear threat on the Korean

Penninsula will be maintained for quite some time into the future to

compensate for the perceived qualitative inferiority of the South Korean

military arsenal.

FMS sales to the R.O.K. will be the primary method for increasing

the quality and quantity of weapons in the R.O.K. arsenal. The previous

section briefly mentioned the U.S. initiated trend of decreasing grant

aid and, conversely, increasing FMS sales to the R.O.K.G. From 1966-

1978 total FMS sales to the R.O.K. reached $4.4 billion ( : )

Beginning in the mid 1970s the increasing use of FMS became

particularly evident. These trends are illustrated by the following

table.

The reader will note that during the 1955-1968 time period, when

Korea was emphasizing economic development, EIS sales agreed to were

less than one-onehundredth of the dollar value of FMS agreements entered

into from 1968-1978. It can be seen that once Korean economic growth
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Table 3

FMS Sales Include Commercial ($ Millions)

FY1955- 1 9 F '1955-
FY1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 13 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 FY1978

FMS
Agree- 1,799 31093 3 ,7 1594 O0'2U) ?14284 S-16459 65(088 390265 1,992,995
ment

FMS
Deliver- 1713 716 1904 408 371 2378 13318 70893 161384 178847 414336 264,268

ies

Comer-
cial
Sales 0 0 0 69 685 187 1090 3550 19909 77169 66668 169,327

Economic 0 9

Grant 121000 /6600 47000 210 ]2o 1210J 9500 2900 500 0
Aid 400 2,010

Source: FMS Facts Published DSAA Dec 1978.

occurred during the mid-1970's the dollars expended on FMS increased

dramatically while at the same time economic and grant aid assistance

from the U.S. decreased abruptly. Korea's increased participation in

FMS as well as the type of weapon systems purchased have over the years

contributed greatly toward what is now called the Total Force Concept.

The contribution of Korean FMS purchases toward the TFC is vividly

demonstrated by the following iist of examples of missile and aircraft

purchases ( 11:- ).
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TABLE 4
Major Weapon Acquisition

Weapon System Quantity/Total S Value (mil) Delivery

General Dynamics F-16 180 max./NA Approx. 1980

McDonnell Douglas F-4D 18/$46.5

McDonnell Douglas F-4E 37/$215 1976-1977

Northrop F-5A 70/NA 1965-1971

Northrop F-5E 30/$77.4 1975-1977

Bell UH-lB 20/$1.1 1977

Bell UH-lH Huey Cobra 48/$36.7 (Proposed) 1977

Improved Hawk, NIM-

23B 152/$16.0 1974-1975

TOW, MGM-71 600/N/A 1976

SS Harpoon, AGM-48 120/$80.4 1978-1979

Source: DMS Market Pg 3-11

- _ ,, ,I,

The table is by no means intended to be an exhaustive list of Korean air-

craft and missile FMS purchases. However, in conjunction with the table

on the previous page it serves to underscore the extensive commitment of

the R.O.K. to the TFC and the revised American philosophy toward military

assistance in the middle and late 1970s.

Indeed with the support provided by American aid and FMS credits,

the R.O.K. has made monumental progress toward economic solvency and

military strength. In realistic terms, however, a long road lies before

the R.O.K. before FMS acquisitions and indigenous military production

will provide the force strength needed to deter the threat posed by North

Korea.
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THREAI ANfD FORCE COMPARISON

North Korea has been in a constant state of military escalation

since the division of the Korean Peninsula at the 38th Parallel by

the United States and the Soviet Union in 1945. North Korea is known

to have completed preparations for invasion of the R.O.K. and appears

to be awaiting only an opportune time to initiate the attack.

Public statements by the radical North Korean President, Kim Il

Sung, have served as testimony to the aggressive aims of the North.

Shortly after the fall of Saigon in the Spring of 1976 Kim visited

Peking and boosted,..."(W)e are all prepared for war... what we will

lose in a war will be the truce line, and what we will gain will be

the unification of the fatherland."

The most frightening aspect of this boisterous Kim 11 Sung for

SoulhKorea is the fact that he has supported his threats with purpose-

ful and effective military planning and action. In their Masters

Thesis on U.S. Security Assistance to South Korea: Assessment of

Political, Economic, and Military Issues from 1975 to 1979, Captains

Bolles and Perkins cite proof of the offensive nature of North Korean

forces ( 4:122).

1. The North Korean production and import of offensive weapons

such as tanks, armored personnel carriers, and mobile artillery.

2. North Korean storage of 30 to 90 days of supplies would allow

the DPRK to endure for a short period without Soviet or PRC aid.

3. North Korean divisions along the D.Z are in a constant state

of readiness and can attack with no additional preparations.
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4. Forward hardened airfiehhld, d( lalge uker. to house long-

range arti I lery hive ben bui It a1I t 0 D)M!

5. Three North Korean tunnel . under th, 1M1 have a capacity for

passage of 3,000 - 5,000 troops per hour. Additional tunnels have

not been discovered, but are believed to exist.

The extent of activity on the part t the North Korean "war mach-

inery" is dramatized by the enumeration of principle military advantages

of the North. These advantages as listed below were presented by U.S.

Senators Humphrey and Glenn in their report to the Senate entitled,

U.S. Troop Withdrawal from the R.O.K.

NORTH KOREAN MILITARY ADVANTAGES

I. more ground combat divisions

2. greater ground firepower

3. more armored vehicles

4. superior naval forces

5. more air assets

6. better air defense system

7. greater logistics capability

8. greater military defense industry

9. capability of launching a surprise attack

10. ability to concentrate attacking forces

11. extremely short distance from Seoul

12. more commando-type forces

13. closer proximity of major allies
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The most feared of the North Korein CJL'dbil itieS is that of

launching a surprise attack. U.S. coiiiiinders in Korea have little

confidence in the ability of the Combined Forces Command to detect

a North Korean surprise attack for two reasons. First, even though

the activity of North Korean forces is centered along the DMZ, security

precautions are so extreme that very limited information can be obtain-

ed by the allied forces with present equipment and facilities. Secord,

as just mientioned, the physical assets available for intelligence

gathering in Korea are not effective enough to penetrate the North

Korean security net. The combined effects of extremely effective

security measures, Superior ground, naval and air forces pose an omin-

ous threat to South Korean survival.

The following tables provide a detailed comparison of North and

South Korean ground, naval, and air forces composition. The depth

and breadth of North Korean forces clearly establishes the military

advantages enjoyed by the North.

The Ground Forces Composition table clearly indicates the North

Korean firepower advantage in numbers of tanks and self-propelled

artillery.
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TABLL 5 1

Ground Force, ComIosition

North Korea South Korea
2

600,000 troops 2 580,000 troops
40 infantry divisions 19 infantry divisions
12 infantry briqddeJ 7 tank battalions
2 tank divisions 1 mechanized division
5 tank reqiments, 1 marine division
3 motorized infantry divisions 2 marine armored divisions V
3 reconnaissanice hriqades 2 air defense brigades
3 antiaircraft artillery 30 artillery battalions

brigades 5 special forces briqades
10 antiaircraft artillery 2 SAM brigades with HAWK

regiments and Nike Hercules
5 airborne battalions 1 SSM battalion with
3 SSM regiments Honest John

20 artillery reqiments 880 tanks
2,600 tanks-

1North Korea also has a strong paramilitary force consisting of 40,000

security forces and border guards, and civilian militia of 1-2 million with

small arms. South Korea has 1.1 million reserves and approximately 1 mill-

ion personnel in the Homeland Defense Reserve Force for rear-area security.

2Statistics for these categories reflect Army and CIA revised estimates

released in January 1979 (1:2).

Source: The Military Equation in Northeast Asia, p. 38; and Air Force
Magazine, December 1978, "The Military Balance 78/79,"
p. 102.
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TABLE 6

Naval Forces Composition

North Korea South Korea 1

27,000 troops 32,000 troops

15 submarines 9 frigates

3 frigates 9 destroyers

21 large patrol craft 10 coastal escorts

18 fast patrol boats with 23 coastal patrol craft
Styx SSM (10 large)

100 motor gun boats 8 fast patrol boats with
Standard SSM

157 motor torpedo boars 5 fast patrol boats

90 landing craft without guided mis-
siles

11 coastal minesweepers

22 landing craft

The ROK also has 25,000 naval re-,ervists.

Sourc- Air Force Manazine, December l..., 'The Military Balance, 78/
_- 1- 9- p. 102.

As in ground force composition, the North enjoys superiority of naval

forces. Particularly significant are the numbers of submarines, fast

patrol boats, motor torpedo boat . and landinq craft. The motor torpedo

boats of the North could provide fast and effective support of an

amphibious North Korean attack behind the "forward defense" developed

by Generals Stillwell and llollintsworth.*

*.The forwdrd defense concept. will be discussed in more detail later in
this Chapter.
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IABLE 7

Air Forces Compusition

North Korva South Korea

45,0()U troops 30,000 troops

655 combat ,tircraft 276 combat aircraft

3 lil&0t bube r' 'quadhons 1 5 fiqhter-bomher squadrons (37
with 85 1l-/8s F-4D/F, 35 F-5A, 126 F-5E,

and 48 F-86F)

13 fighter (iround attack 1 reconnaissance squadron with
squadrons (? S1-, 10 RF-5As

320 MIG-15/-17

10 interceptor S(luadrons (12?01 1 antisuhmarine warfare squad-

MIG-21, 110 MIG-19) ron with 20 S-2Fs

250 transports I search and rescue squadron

60 helicopters 34 transports

110 trainers 103 trainers

antiaircraft atoll air- 54 helicopters
tn-air riissiles

sidewinder and Sparrow air-

3 SAM brigades with 250 to-air missiles
SA-2 missiles

The ROK also has 55,000 air force reservists.

Source: Air, Force Magazine, December 1978, "The Military Balance
78/79," p. 102.
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The composition of Notrth Korean Air- Forces again demonstrates

at least numerical if not also qualitotive superiority. The North

possess more than a two-to-one advaita(Ie in fighter aircraft, anti-

aircraft artillery pieces and missilt, launchers as well as an extensive

radar net with an early warning capahility. Another considerable threat
\

is presented by the 250 transports of North Korea as 220 of them are AN-2

guerilla paratroop aircraft.. Aain, in (onjunction with the naval

amphibious attack, paratroops could be used by the North to initiate a

flanking action against the forward defense forces of the Combined

Forces Command (CFC). A successful maneuve'- ot that nature almost

certainly assures the fall of Seoul before American and Korean forces

could react in defense.

It was the sudden realization in mid-1979 by the U.S. of the actual

and surprising imbalance of forces on the Korean Peninsula that caused

President Jininy Carter to suspend his troop withdrawalplan. On June 21,

1979 Defense Secretary Harold Brown publicly stated, "there clearly is

a larger North Korean force than had been thought a couple of years ago."

Secretary Brown was merely adknowled.iinq intelligence assessments which

upgraded the threat to the R.O.K. Armed Services and Intelligence

Committee testimony revealt.d that North Korea has an army of approxi-

mately 600,000 troops - not the 1150,00) as had been previously believed.

In addition, infantry and tank strueiqth assessme nts were revised upward

(17:- ).

In January of 1978, Senators Humphrey and (;]'inn had already recognized

that, "(t)he milita ry balance has ;hiftt d r1r1 rough parity in 1970 to

a definite advantage for the North in 197. The principal advantages
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for the North today lie in ground weapons (tanks, artillery, mortars),

quantity of fighter aircraft and quantity of naval combat vessels." In

addition, Humphrey and Glenn foresaw the dana(lers of the South Korean

inferiority. "If surprise were attained, South Korean defenses would

be in serious jeopardy and the possibilities of breakthroulh to Seoul

would be increased."

The Senators recognized, as do all military strategists, that the

most significant military disadvantage of the R.O.K. is North Korea's

excellent prospect for achieving success in a surprise attack attempt

against Seoul. Approximately one-fourth of the R.O.K. population is

concentrated in Seoul some 50 kilometers south of the DMZ. American

Army Generals Stillwell and Hollinqswortirecoqnized this weakness in 1974.

The two Generals decided a perimeter defense of Seoul was impractical

and frutile against the North Korean capability. Therefore, Generals

Stillwell and Hollingsworth developed the "forward defense concept." The

forward defense concept is desiqled to defeat a North Korean attack before

it reaches Seoul. The concept has sevral important consequences.

"It has accentuated the need for stronq, indepth reinforced defen-

sive positions, massive firepower, mobility, excel lent communications,

tactical air support, better air deewe, and substantial warning time

before an attack ( H;3T)

Presently, many of the i nqredientt neces.sary to make the forward

defense concept work are provided by Ameri an Forces. With respect to an

eventual turnover of the forward defeu1e to the R. O.K., most American

military officials feel that thOre re five essential ingredients which

at the present time cannot be transferred to the R.O.K.:
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1. Intelligence capability for improved warninq time

2. massive firepower to support the forward defense concept

3. physiological deterrent of nuclear weapons

4. U.S. 2nd infantry role as a "tripwire" for American involve-

ment in the event of North Korean attack

5. U.S. truce keeping role

However, the rapid development of the Korean economy and military

could very well permit Korean assumption of those responsibilities

within the short term future. There appears to be just one exception,

the deterrent value of nuclear weapons. In view of the American nuclear

non-proiliferation policy, and past actions by the United States to halt

South Korean attempts at developing a nuclear weapon capability; it is

extremely likely that American armed forces must continue to supply this

vital ingredient for the forward defense concept.

(
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R.O.K. NEEDS AND ITS FORCE IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Because of the termination of U.S. grant aid in 1976 the R.O.K. was

forced to formulate its own five year Force Improvement Program (FIP).*

The FIP calls for a $5 billion investment by the R.O.K. from 1976 to 1980.

This thesis cannot include an indepth presentation of R.O.K. military

needs nor the detailed contents of the FIP due to the sensitive and

classified nature of most of that information. Therefore, this discussion

will deal with the overall concepts of the R.O.K. defense industry and the

difficulties facing the R.O.K. as it deals with the need of making rapid

military improvements while still attempting to maintain economic growth.

The R.O.K. has come to thi stark realization that American public and

political pressures exert tremendous influence on U.S. foreign policy

decisions. In the realization, therefore, that U.S. aid is by no means

guaranteed to help meet future crises, the R.O.K. has embarked on an

ambitious military force improvement program. To finance this effort all

Koreans have been asked to make sacrifices. On January 18, 1980 President

Choi requested that R.O.K. citizens practice fruqality and cooperation

as the R.O.K. makes its economic coii itments to develop an effective

counter-threat to North Korea.

However, a single burninq question remains in the minds of R.O.K.

government and military officials. Which aspect of military power or

capability should be developed first, and how much? The U.S. I Corps

K._ Commander has stated that the R.O.K. should concentrate on obtaining
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greater numbers of anti-armor weapons, tanks, artillery, hardened

comnunications and command and control facilities (15:43).

Senior U.S. observers, however, feel that these requirements are un-

likely to be met by 1981, which is the date set by President Carter

for re-evaluation of the troop withdrawal program. Other defensive

improvements required include better forward defense positions, early

mine field implantment, improved road nets, more comprehensive

logistics capability, better intelligence capability, better air/land

battle coordination, and enhanced battlefield flexibility on the part

of the R.O.K. general staff ( 15:43).

The five year FIP (1976-1980) was designed to remedy these observed

shortcomings. The R.O.K. dedicated $5.5 billion to the FIP. In addition

$3.5 billion was provided to meet R.O.K. military needs through the

foreign exchange market through 1985. However, American advisors

calculate that wearly $8 billion would be required to satisfy Koreas

military needs through the foreign exchange. From the Korean stand-

point, the amount of investment is not nearly so critical as the need

to avoid any delays in imDlementing necessary programs. Perhaps the

most critically important of the necessary programs is that of develop-

ing an effective defense industry in the near future.

ROK DEFENSE INDUSTRY

The United States had discouraged development of Korean defense

industries up into the late 1960s because of concern for South Korea

sacrificing its economic growth in order to develop the capability

to attack North Korea ( 7:7 ) In the early 1970s, the U.S. began
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to encourage limited R.O.K. defense production. There appeared to be

two primary reasons for the American change of philosophy. First,

political pressure in America was building to reduce the U.S. ground

troop commitment. Second, the four Five Year Plans of the R.O.K. had

succeeded in developing a strong and growing economy. Both develop-

ments, from the American point of view, seemed to indicate that

assumption of a greater portion of the defense burden by the R.O.K.

was in order (4:113).

President Park vigorously launched the R.O.K. into the defense

industry with the purpose of catching-up to North Korean defense

production. Both President Park and the Korean people saw this as

an opportunity to reduce the possibility of the Korean Peninsula ever

again being used as a battlefield for major powers ( 15:51 ).

For its part, the Carter Administration held similar hopes of

avoiding future involvement on the Korean Peninsula. One aspect of

the Carter Administration's encouragement included the prompting of

South Korea to increase the share of GNP investment for defense pur-

poses. The following table summarizes and compares both South and North

Korea expenditures for defense. The reader should take note of the

significantly higher dollar level of South Korean expenditures while

the percent of GNP expended is nearly one-half that of North Korea.

This statistic vividly demonstrates the economic success of the R.O.K.

President Carter further encouraged the R.O.K. to develop managerial

and quality assurance in its industry by promoting the sale of technical

assistance, production equipment and manufacturing licenses. The U.S.

Department of State has noted an increasing trend since 1978 of Korean
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TABLE A

Comparisons of Defense Expenditure 1976-1979

R.O.K. North Korea

Total Defense Expenditure 1976 1,500 n,a

1977 2,033 1,000

1978 2,586 1,200

1979 3,219 1,231

$ Per Head 1976 42 NA

1977 58 60

1978 70 70

1979 85 70

% of GNP 1976 5.1 N/A

1977 6.2 11.2

1978 6.5 10.5

1979 5.6 11.4

Source (Air Force Maaazine Dec 1979, P-133, (4:114)

purchases of technical data packages for the production of defense systems

The increased purchase of technical data packages

by the R.O.K. should promote more efficient manaqement and production of

future military hardware, as well as improve programs begun prior to 1978.

The list below summarizes some of the milestones of coproduction efforts

between the U.S. and the R.O.K.
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1. 1969, M-16 rifle production (Colt Mfg. Co.): This program was

the first instance of major licensing coopration to establish a U.S.

defense industrial plant in the R.O.K. State Department pressure was

brought to bear on Colt executives who resisted the move for fear of

potential leaks through industrial espionage.

2. 1972, Air Defense Missiles (Gold Star Precision Industries):

The JUSMAG-K provided assistance to develop depot maintenance capabili-

ties for the HAWK and Nike Hercules missile system. The program saved

the R.O.K. several million dollars over life cycle costs due to decreased

labor costs, reduced transportation costs, and utilization of locally

produced repair parts. This program led to the first Korean produced

surface-to-surface missile, a modifed Nike Hercules, in 1978 (7:100)

3. Tanks and other military vehicles: The R.O.K. is rebuilding

tanks and manufacturing spare parts for the M-47 and M-48 tanks which

are no longer in production in the U.S. Heavy trucks and jeeps are also

manufactured as spin-offs from the expanding R.O.K. civilian automobile

industry.

4. 1973, Artillery and Infantry weapons (W4atervliet Arsenal): The

R.O.K. is producing 155mm and 105mm howitzers, M-72 rocket launchers,

4.1 in mortars, 81mm and 6omm mortars.

5. 1976, Helicopters (Hughes Helicopter Corp): In June 1976 the

R.O.K. entered into a $50 million coproduction agreement for the military

version of the 500 MD light helicopter equipped with TOW missiles.

6. Patrol boats (hyanda and Tacama): The R.O.K. builds its

own high speed coastal patrol boats.

7. 1979, F5E/F (Northrop Corp): In the fall of 1979 the U.S.

Congress studied Letter of Offer for coproduction of approximately
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68 F5E/F fighter aircraft.

The Letter of Offer for coproduction of the F5E/F aircraft is

perhaps the most significant development in U.S. - R.O.K. FMS to date.

This effort requires close attention and judi(ious analysis in order

to ensure its success. Chapter 3 will be devoted in its entirety to

the analysis of the proposed F5E/F coproduction.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

No country save Vietnam has received more extensive support from

the United States than the R.O.K. The commitment of American forces

in a deterrent role has enabled the R.O.K. to implement economic

development programs that have resulted in an astonishing GNP growth

rate of approximately 10 percent per annum.

The grant aid program in Ienced extensively the development of R.O.K.

military doctrine, tactics, training, and education. The development of

the Korean economy and the Total Force Concept developed by the United

States brought about the end of grant aid in 1976. The Total Force

Concept emphasized strength through partnership with American allies.

As a result the R.O.K. was forced into assuming a greater share of its

own defense burden. Although this concept is more burdensome for Korea,

Korean officials must understand that the R.O.K. is but one piece in

the international defense puzzle; and that the United States does not

possess unlimited resources for maintaining the defenses of the world's

free nations. Therefore, the U.S. has taken steps to:

1. transition all security assistance into FMS,

2. encourage maximum industry-to-industry participation in co-

production programs,
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3. recover all costs (without mal.ig a profit) of conducting FMS

and security assistance proqIrams, and

4. avoid becoming an arms merchant for the free-world if at all

possible.

The initial burden to the R.O.K. of this chariqing American philosophy

has been great in economic terms. Hlowever, the P.O.K. has already begun

to realize such benefits as decreased life cycle costs of systems pro-

duced at home, a stronger export market, and increased international

prestige.
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CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE F-'E/F COASSFBLY PROGRAM

Background and rvironment

Chapter 2 explained the evolution of U.S. policy for military weapons

sales/transfers to the Republic of Korea. The R.O.K. experienced a great

deal of frustration and confusion with respect to the direction to take

for implementing its Force Improvement Program (FIP). However, in the

early 1970s Korea came to accept the change in the American philosophy of

military assistance and resigned itself to increased investment for mili-

tary development.

In May 1975 the R.O.K Government (R.O.K.G.) made the decision to begin

developing an indigenous aircraft industry. The nucleus of this industry

was designed to consist of helicopter and fighter aircraft co-assembly/

co-production programs. The U.S. contenders were the Bell Helicopter

Company (206B Jet Ranger) and Hughes Helicopter (500MD Defender). Both

aircraft are light weight (1400 and 1200 pounds respectively), multi-

purpose helicopters capable of carrying payloads equal to their own weights.

In February 1976 Hughes Helicopter and Korean Airlines (KAL) signed a

contract for KAL coassembly of the Hughes 500MD helicopter equipped for

the TOW missile system. The project was funded entirely on an industry-

to-industry basis with the exception of some gun components, which were

purchased through FMS. The Hughes 500MD coassembly program is proving to

be highly successful and provides three essential commodities for the R.O.K.G.:

1. a practical military weapon,
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2. technical and manayerial skills needed to develop an inldigenous

airLraft industry, and

3. a product for third country sales.

All three commodity outputs serve to promote Korean economic and military

self-sufficiency.

As a result of programs such as the Hughes 500MD, the scope of Korea's

aviation industry is expanding reapidly. Therefore, co-assembly/co-

production of a high performance aircraft has been determined by the

R.O.K. to be the next logical step for expansion and refinement of its

aircraft industry. In pursuit of this goal in June 1976 the R.O.K.

Ministryof National Defense (MND) sought U.S. government approval for a

co-assembly program of the General Dynamics F-16 lightweight fighter.

Approval/disapproval was delayed because the R.O.K. failed to adequately

define the proposed scope of Korean participation in the co-assembly

program. In March 1977 the R.O.K.G. submitted a new, this time, direct

procurement request (not a request for a co-assembly program). Indica-

tions are that the request will receive U.S. Secretary of Defense

approval, however, review of the request is ongoing with no final disposi-

tion available as of this writing.

*The Hanjin ;roup, of which KAL is a subsidiary has formed the
Korean Institute of Aeronautics to collect data and develop tech-
nology for Korea's aviation industry. KAL will be in charge of the
Institute. In addition to this duty, KAL has been tasked with the
responsibility for development of an airframe industry in Korea.
At the same time, Samsung Precision Industry has been given the
responsibility for development (an) aircraft engine manufacturing
capability for the nation (22:2 )'
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the stumbling block for any Korean coproduction/coassembly attempt. Then

in mid-1979, the Directorate of International Program (PAl) of USAF

recouunended to President Carter that the R.O.K. be permitted F-5E/F co-

assembly because (14:- ):

1. The R.O.K. has been a long standing and supportive ally of the

U.S. since the Korean war,

2. The time has come to promote Korean economic development by

releasina more advanced technology,

3. The supportability of the F-5 would be improved by Korean co-

assembly, and

4. F-5 coassembly by the R.O.K. would have negligible impact on the

American economy since selling the aircraft in kit form employs the same

number of people and produces practically the same amount of revenue as

would full-scale assembly of the aircraft.

In October 1979 President Carter concurred with DOD and approved

R.O.K. coassembly of the F-5E/F. The program consists of a combination

of FMS and direct commercial programs. It must be noted at this point

that the R.O.K. considers the F-5E/F program a compromise for its part

because of the limited contribution of the F-5E/F to deal with the expect-

ed future threat of the North Korean Air Force. For examples Pentagon

sources revealed that 60-100 North Korean pilots may be receiving flight

training in Libya in the Soviet built MIG-23. The MIG-23 is generally

accepted as a superior aircraft to even the F-4D/E, and therefore much

superior to the F-5E/F (4:112). However, this subject will be a matter

(_ for the analysis of the F-5E/F coassembly program to be presented in

Chapter 4.
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PROGRAM DOCUMENTAT ION

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), often referred to as an

"umbrella agreement," is one of the most difficult government-to-govern-

ment agreements to complete. The MOLl is furthermore a critical document

in any FMS case in that it bounds the scope of the program. (13:- ).

Generally included in the MOU are the rights and obligations of the two

governments, scope of the program, cost and financial terms, security,

authority for the settlement of disputes, protection of proprietary rights,

documentation, and other provisions. Despite the fact that at this writ-

ing there has been no official MOU agreement reached, a discussion of

major sections is in order'.*

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: U.S. AND R.O.K. RESPONSI3ILITIES

Although in general the U.S. encourages American companies to enter

into direct industry-to-industry agreements with foreign governments, in

the case of the F-5E/F coassembly program the U.S. elected to use an inter-

government agreement. However, only one-fifth or one-sixth of the dollar

value of the program will be FMS with the remainder contracted directly

between the R.O.K. and Northrop. The FMS portion will include primarily

GFE (5-Fs), SE, non-recurring R&D and spare parts. The industry direct

* The draft copy of the MOU was forwarded to the R.O.K.G. in early

February 1980 (22:-).
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4-..

portion consists primarily of Northrop management and operations responsi-

bility. The U.S. government retains total control of the EMS program as

well as the industry direct portion by reserving approval authority over

the Northrop/R.O.K. contract.

U.S.G. responsibilities for the coassembly case will be to provide

GEE, spare parts, Aerospace Ground Equipment, Support Equipment, special

equipment for quality assurance and inspection,and some non-recurring

R&D. While the primary U.S.G. responsibility will be to provide hardware,

the Northrop Company will provide management, operation and performance

monitoring of the aircraft coassembly. The responsibility of the R.O.K.G.

will most likely be that of the typical IMS coassembly customer; to finance

at its own expense all in-country construction, labor, capital investment

items, raw materials ard operating costs (3:38).*

During the negotiation process the R.O.K. is expected to press for

Northrop responsibility to also provide production liscensing agreements,

production tooling, technical data and assistance, company furnished equip-

ment, training for R.O.K. technicians and managers, and other necessary

goods and services. On the part of Northrop, the company is expected to

seek and obtain Korean agreement that all components for coassembly be

purchased from U.S. company sources unless otherwise agreed to by the

U.S.G. and R.O.K.G. Both governments will agree to exemption of all

equipments, machinery, tools, materials, and other parts from customs

duties.

*R.O.K.G. responsibilities may be shared by KAL if the R.O.K.
accomplishes its desire, to contract the sale between Northrop
Corp. and KAL (R.O.K.A.F. Source)
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SCOPE

The scope of the program at this lime will be for the coassembly

of 68 F-5E and F-5F aircraft (total). It will include fabrication

or assembly of certain portions of the nose section, tail section,

and wing leading edge for 36 F55Es and 32 F-5Fs.

TRANSFERS TO THIRD PARTIES

The U.S. will in all likelihood exercise its standard policy of

requiring the R.O.K. to obtain written permission before Korea would

be able to sell, transfer title, or otherwise make available to any

person, organization, or other government the F-5E/F aircaft, spare

parts, or production equipment that was purchased, furnished, or

coassembled/produced (3:40). This policy is designed to protect

not only the control of the USG over the proliferation of American

weapons but also the American companies entering into foreign

sales agreements and foreign governments who may desire to enter into

industry-to-industry or government-to-industry agreements in the future.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT DISCLAIMERS

The technological advancement disclaimer is used by the USG to

indicate U.S. non-support or approval foi- the establishment of an

independent, modern aircraft production capability in the R.O.K.

If exercised, this clause would directly conflict with the Korean

long-term objective of developing and advanced aerospace industry.

This potential area of conflict will be presented and analyzed in

detail in Chapter 4.
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R.O.K. - NORTHROP CONTRACT

It is not clear at this point in time whether the R.O.K. MND or

KAL will be Northrop's counterpart. However, contract negotiations

are expected to begin in August 1980 (22:3 ). Northrop will

negotiate with its Korean counterpart about issues such as; liscense

agreements, technical assistance, packaging and crating, preservation,

marking, responsibilities for employees, and provisions to protect

Northrop's rights. Another contingency to be included in the contract

will be the extent of responsibility of Northrop in the event of late

GFE deliveries by USAF and the resolution process for disputes arising

from this contingency.

R.O.K. - Northrop contract content and MOU content, will for all

intents and purposes provide the foundation for the F-5E/F coassembly

program. The program itself will be presented next.

THE F-5F/F PROGN AM

President Carter approved the sale and coassembly program on

October 16, 1979 (22:4). The program which consists of 36 F-5Es

and 32 F-5Fs wa,, coordinated approved by Congress in December 1979.

The U.S. Memorandum of Understanding was scheduled for release by the

U.S. State Department in January 1980, with negotiations anticipated

to begin by end of month April or May 1980. Figure ?' illustrates the

progression of the F-5E/F coassembly sales agreement. (22:5).
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Figure 2 - F-5E/F COASSEMBLY PROGRAM PROGRESSION

Late 1978: ROK requested F-5 coproduction.

Jan 1979: Northrop proposal for 68 F-5 coassembled aircraft

to ROK.

2 Aug 1979: MND officially request LOA for coassembly of F-5.

16 Oct 1979: Presidential approwl granted. S[CDEF directs

preparation of LOA for FMS portion of program.

Nov 1979: ROK draft MOU forwarded to SECDEF, HQ USAF, and

American Embassy in Seoul. ROK MND requests

comparative data for FMS vs DCP.

Dec 1979: Congressional approval of sale. Draft MOU anticipated

for release sometime after 7 Jan 1980.

CURRENT STATUS: Awaiting release of draft MOU. MOU negotiations

(as of 14 Feb 80) expected to begin within one month after release of

draft MOU.

Expected Outcome: MAR MOU Signed by MND

Signed by DSAA
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The Northrop proposal for the coassembly effort proposed five

stages for implementation versus the originally anticipated seven

stages. The reasons for changing to a five stage program are two-

fold:

1. The 1979 R.O.K. industry survey conducted by Northrop revealed

significant progress since Northrop's 1974 survey. In 1974 Northrop

found Korea incapable of entering into a aircraft coassembly program

for an estimated 40-60 fighter aircraft. In 1979, however, a tremendous

improvement was noted in facilities, technology, and quality of personnel.

This improvement, in the determination of Northrop planners, eliminated

the need for the more gradual and drawn-out seven stage program. (20:-).

2. It is the desire of the R.O.K.,the U.S. government, and the

Northrop Corporation to keep R.O.K. costs to the minimum. Elimination

of the two stages is expected to save the R.O.K. six to seven million

dollars from the cost of the program. (20:-).

The five stage process spans from July 1982 until June 1986. KAL

and Samsung Precision Industries will progress from the final assembly

operations of stage one to the fabrication of forward fuselage and

detailed parts in stage five. The R.O.K. has already developed the

capability to perform most of the stage one through stage four tasks in

connection with its F-4 depot maintenance and the production of the

Hughes 500 MD (20:- ). Northrop planning documents reflect the follow-

ing schedule of tasks and events for each of the five stages:

Stage I: Activities in this stage will be restricted to a total of

five F-5F two seat trainers. The major tasks for KAL will be final
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assembly and support for flight operations of the aircraft. Final assembly

includes major parts of the aircraft such as the nose section, center and

aft fuselage compartments, the wing, nose landing gear, canopy, armament

launcher rail, etc. Additionally, the R.O.K. expects to join aircraft

sections, prepare the aircraft for flight, append loose items, and conduct

testing and delivery functions (3:56). It is also possible that stage I

will include the coproduction of the fuel drop tank for the aircraft.

Stage II: Twenty-seven F-5F ship sets will be shipped to the R.O.K.

between January 1932 and August 1985. Stage II will include systems

installation and major assembly tasks on an increasing work level in order

to expand facilities, acquire more equipment, and increase the work force.

Systems installations will include electrical wiring and component parts,

air conditioning, ducting, control system mechanisms, and hydraulic lines

in the fuselage shells. Installations to the wing will include the main

landing gear, ailerons, control system mechanism, and access panels

( 3:57). This stage will be most irstrumental for developing F-5 install-

ation techniques.

Stage III: Stage III will consist of delivery of four F-5E aircraft in

1983 for combined Stage I and Stdae 11 work.

Stage IV. Three F-5E aircraft will be delivered in the latter part of

1983. The R.O.K. will perform StAqe III work plus structural assembly

of the forward fuselage. Work in this sttie includes gun bay assembly,

side panel installation, nose undercirriaq(e instalat ion, aft bulkhead

and floor structure assembly.
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Stage V: lhe final stage will begin in 1984 and will consist of the

delivery of 29 F5E aircraft through June 1986. Stage V includes Stage

III and IV level work plus the fabrication of forward fuselage detail

parts for the 29 final aircraft. Parts included are the wing leading

edge extension, bonded rudder, and the nose gear.

In general the five stages begin with a relatively low level of

effort to establish rudimentary procedures and know-how, and culminate

in the fabrication of some forward fuselage structures by the R.O.K.

Tables 9 and 10 provide a useful suiiimary of the five stages, major

tasks, and timeframe for delivery by type of aircraft. In addition to

the stages for implementing the F-5E/F coassembly program major

emphasis is placed on engineering, quality control, and the payment

schedule. These issues will significantly determine the degree of

success achieved by the five stage process and will be discussed next.

ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING

Critical to the program will be R.O.K.A.F. ability to incorporate

mission or environment peculiar engineering changes and to acquire manu-

facturing technical data to support R.O.K. requirements for tools, parts,

and assemblies required for coproduction. Northrop has retained design

responsibility for this coassembly program. Line item 010 of the LO0

provides thit the contractor (Northrop) incorporate non-recurring common

engineering changes. This clause protects the R.O.K.A.F. from design

and manufacturing defects discovered. In addition, the R.O.K.A.F. enjoys

some prospect for being able to incorporate some peculiar engineering

changes should they be required. However, the USAF must provide its

concurrence in such instances (21:7).
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Northrop will also furnish technical data required to produce other

tools, parts, and assemblies required for coproduction. Although R.O.K.

manufacturing engineering will consist primarily of developing detailed

plans for fabrication, installation, ardassembly of detail parts; it is

essential that technical data be provided in order that the R.O.K. will

not be forced into the reverse engineerng mode of the early seventies.

As Senators Humphrey and Glenn have pointed out, the reverse engineering

concept employed by Korea has significantly hampered the development of

effective quality control procedures in R.O.K. industry (15:51.

QUALITY CONTROL PLAN

From the standpoint of developing an effective industrial military

capability in the R.O.K. the most important objective of the F-5E/F co-

assembly program will be to develop an effective quality assurance pro-

gram for advanced aircraft systems production. The R.O.K. will invest

in excess of one million dollars in quality control equipment, training,

and facilities in this program.

Northrop will collocate a coproduction quality control manager to

coordinate the total quality control effort between Northrop and the R.O.K.

In addition, the one million dollar package will include evaluation,

approval, and monitorship of the contractor quality assurance program by

the Air Force Plant Representative's Office (AFPRO). The AFPRO will perform

inspections of fabrication and assembly operations at the contractor's

facility. He will in general assure that the contractor is in compliance

with the planning, procedures review, procedures evaluation, product

verification inspection, and corrective action requirements of MIL-STD
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As mentioned previously, the U.S. is very concerned for a minimal cost
program for the R.O.K, A poor quality control program will eventually

impact both life cycle costs of the program as well as the schedule for

completion which in turn translates to increased costs. Therefore, the

roles of the R.O.K., Northrop, and AFPRO quality assurance personnel

cannot be over-emphasized for this program.

PROGRAM COST AND PAYMENT SCHEDULE Since the MOU has not been released

as of this writing a firm figure for the American asking price of the

F-5E/F program is not available at this time. Informed sources estimate

the total program will cost between 500 and 600 million dollars (14:- ).

It has been established that $103 million of the program will be in the

form of FMS, with the rest being conducted industry to industry. Table II

provides a cost breakdown for the FMS portion and Table 12 illustrates

the FMS payment schedule.

With respect to program cost, the R.O.K. is primarily interested in

being assured of paying a fair price and receiving and equitable schedule

for payment. It is difficult to determine the current market price of an

F-5E/F since recent buyers have been foreign countries and each has tailor-

ed the content (spares training, base construction) of its program to its

own particular needs. The most recent USAF buy of F5s was in 1977 for its

"Aggressor Squadron." In FY 1977 the USAF paid approximately $4.1 million

per aircraft. Today analysts estimate the cost to be closer to $6 or $7

million, with some guessing close to $8 million (2:-)
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Table 12 - FMS PAYMENI SCHEDULE

PAYMENT DATE AMOUNT ($ MILLIONS)

Initial Deposit 2.9

15 September 1980 5.4

15 December 19,0 9.0

15 March 1981 18.9

15 June 1981 16.3

15 September 1981 15.3

15 December 19,1 11.2

15 March 1982 7.4

15 June 1982 5.5

15 September 1982 4.1

15 December 19,2 2.8

15 March 1983 1.5

15 June 1983 .9

15 September 1983 .6

15 December 1983 .8

15 March 1984 1.1

15 June 1984 1.8

15 September 1984 1.8

15 December 1984 1.2

15 March 1985 .3

108.8

Source: Letter of Offer - Page --A-7
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Therefore, if the proposed price of the F-5E/F prog am is $600

million then the cost per aircraft to the R.O.K. would b approximately

$8.t', million. There is presently some apprehension on the part of

the R.O.K.G. for the prospective per unit cost of the aircraft. However,

it is not possible to project the impact of the package cost on the

proposed program until such costs are known. Suffice it to say that

the R.O.K. is in need of a program of a reasonable cost with a payment

schedule that will not endanger other military spending and economic

stability.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Not only are financial considerations critical for a successful

coassembly program, so also are the managers and management structure

to be identified and developed. The U.S. and Northrop have developed

many FMS and industrial sales programs. However, for the R.O.K. this

will be the initial attempt at coassembly of a fighter aircraft. The

U.S. has existing organizations for weapons acquisition which interface

in FMS programs. In stark contrast, the R.O.K. has just recently begun

to develop an aero industry Research and Development with the establish-

ment in May 1978 of the Korean Institute of Aeronautical Technology

(KIAT). (19:11 ).

Additionally, most of the MND and R.O.K.A.F. organizations have no

counterparts for American agencies such as the Air Force Systems Command

(AFSC) consisting of Staff and Systems Program Offices (SPO), and AFLC

including the International Logistics Center (ILC). The R.O.K. has

not yet adopted program management or matrix management organizations

for the acquisition of military systems.
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The challenge to Korean Government, Air Force and Aeroindustry efforts

will be to coordinate with U.S. government, Air Force, and aeroindustry

efforts. This coassembly program will involve larger and a greater number

of R.O.K.A.F. organizations than any previous coassembly or coproduction

effort. Figure 3 shows the organizations that will be tasked to provide

a quality acquisition program for the R.O.K.A.F. Combat Air Command. To

effectively accomplish this purpose the R.O.K.A.F. must organize new

offices to provide the interface of activities shown in Figure 3.

As the program manager, the Northrop Corporation is responsible for

quality assurance and configuration control of the coassembly aircraft.

Additionally, USAF commands have been delegated responsibility and authority

to act as overall managers of the program at DOD direction.

The USAF Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) of the Air Force Systems

Command is the primary organization to interface with Northrop on program

matters. Within ASO the International Fighter System Program Office

(IFSPO) and the AFPRO are key participating agencies. The IFSPO is

responsible for the initial planning efforts for all facets of acquisition

including site activation and spares and training planning. The primary

function of the AFPRO remains, as mentioned previously, to perform quality

assurance surveillance for compliance with contractural requirements.

A second major Air Force Command required to support the F-5E/F co-

assembly program is the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC). Within AFLC,

key agencies are the International Logistics Center (ILC) and the Air

Logistics Center (ALC). The ILC coordinates and supports the ALCs for

providing follow-on support for goods and services. In this program the
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r

primary ALC providing support will be San Antonio ALC (SA-ALC). SA-ALC

will manage the program insuring complete Support Equipment (SE) and

spares support for the R.O.K.

Once all coordination and order processing has been effected spares,

SE, field support, handbooks, etc. are forwarded to R.O.K.A.F. CAC.

The only exception in this case being engine parts and spares which are

sent to Samsung Industries for assembly and installation.

The entire process described above is directed and implemented by

the Northrop Program Manager. Figure 4 provides a view of the lines

of authority and communication within which the Program Manager will

integrate the coassembly program.

SUMMARY

The R.O.K. has experienced success in the relatively simple coproduction

efforts with the hughes 500 MD. The next logical step is to develop an

advanced fighter aircraft production capability. The F-5E/F coassembly

program is designed, on the part of the R.O.K. to accomplish that in part.

Although a final MOU has not yet been signed and a contract with Northrop

has not yet been negotiated, the program has been developed in preliminary

form to such a degree that it provides a realistic skeleton for analysis.

The entire sale will probably consist of 68 F/5E/F ship sets at a preliminary

cost estimate of $500 - $600 million. Implementation will be in 5 steps

beginning in July 1982 with simple assembly of F-5F trainers, to June 1986

with production and fabrication of some forward fuselage parts.

Overall program management has been assigned to the Air Force while

day-to-day program management will be accomplished by Northrop. In view
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of the fact that this is the R.O.K.'s initial attempt at complex

fighter aircraft coassembly there will be two management responsi-

bilities of critical importance for successful program completion:

1. Quality assurance procedures must be effectively implemented

and enforced.

2. Organizational interfaces between and amongst the R.O.K.,

Northrop, and USAF agencies; including ASD and the IFSPO, and AFLC

and the ILC and the ALCs.

The following chapter will analyze the program and structure

presented herein by clearly developing some of the implied questions

raised here and their potential for contributing to, or detracting

from, successful program implementation and completion.
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CHAPTER IV

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

The analysis herein is based on the prognosis for the coassembly

program to meet or promote the realization of R.O.K. military and

economic objectives. Integral to this assessment will be the develop-

ment of criteria for success and expected problem areas for program

implementation. As a final means for evaluating the F-5E/F coassembly

program, coassembly programs by Japan and the ROC will be used to gain

insights of coassembly program issues and problems.

ROK OBJECTIVES

ROK objectives with respect to the F-5E/F coassembly program are

interrelated. There appear to be three major objectives: 1) to provide

additional deterrent effect against North Korea 2) promote economic

and military self-sufficiency and, 3) provide a means for transition from

a labor intensive export economy toward a precision technology export

industry.

It is not as clear at this point how much contribution F-5E/F co-

assembly can make toward R.O.K. military and economic self-sufficiency.

However, that is another primary objective of the R.O.K.f. with res, ec

to the coassembly program. An aggressive and viable aircraft industry

would provide military as well as comparable civilian economic develop-

ment. The ultimate goal of the Korean aero industry is to design and

develop a Korean aircraft by the late 1980s. A four-phase plan has been

developed to achieve that capability ( 2-7 ).
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1. Train technicians for aircraft maintenance.

2. assemble aircraft under liscense agreements with other countries,

3. develop domestic production of aircraft components, and

4. develop and produce a Korean aircraft either independently

or jointly with another nation.

R.O.K. realization of the four phase plan will depend greatly on the

technology transfer effected by the coassembly program and is closely

related to the final R.O.K. objective. The final benefit of aircraft

coassembly the R.O.K. desires to gain is that of transforming its labor

* intensive export economy into a technology or precision export industry

by late 1980. Korea will have to make significant advances in metal

forming, milling, and electronic component production in order to

achieve this final objective (re-ChapterII).

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS

The South Korean objectives just presented now permit the formulation

of criteria by which to judge the success of the proposed F-5E/F co-

assembly program. R.O.K. and US officials would be well advised to

analyze program potential against the criteria prior to finalizing

program scope and content.

1. Level of technology transfer: The level of technology transfer

permitted by the USG and the Northrop Corporation is an absolutely

essential determinant for dictating the rate and complexity of Korean

technological advancement in the aircraft industry. This is an area

perceived by the author as requiring extensive negotiation. A R.O.K.A.F.

survey team interviewed ROC officials with respect to Taiwan's F-5E co-

production program. The survey team learned that the Northrop Corporation
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was not deeply intent to provide the ROC extensive technoloqical informa-

tion. However, the level of technology transfer will be based on not only

the Northrop's contract and U.S.G. policy, but also R.O.K.'s program

accomplishing capability with thorough planning and coordination.

2. Spillover to Civilian Econom: This criterion is a function of

the level of technology transfer. The more extensive the transfer of

advanced technology the more valuable the spillover effect will be to

R.O.K. industry. A potential side effect of the spillover effect will

most certainly include national morale. Improved and new consumer products

are concrete and real things which people can see and touch. The effect

is an inmediate perception of increased living standards, increased

morale, and increased support for the government. National support in

R.O.K. has historically been a key element for the unified stand against

North Korea.

3. Quality Assurance Procedures: The reader is reminded of the find-

ings of Senators Humphrey and Glenn presented in Chapter II. The Senators

found that a major stumbling block in Korean industry is the lack of adequate

procedures and knowledge 5 No degree of advanced technology will

compensate for poor or non existent quality control procedures. Conversely,

the more advanced the technology the more important becomes quality assurance.

Any fighter aircraft, no matter how advanced the desiqn, that is riot reliable

will not successfully deter North Korea. Nor will technological spillover

uplift civilian industry and morale when the product is unreliable. For

these reasons quality assurance development must also be used to evaluate

the success of the F-5E/F program.
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4. US - R.O.K. Security Relationship: This final criterion is

proposed under the assumption that any effort entered into by two or

more parties is beneficial if all parties involved benefit. The F-5E/F

coassembly program should promote American security needs on the

international level. A strong Korean Air Force and viable aircraft

industry is bound to contribute positively to the Total Force Concept

developed by u,. J.S. In addition, a successful program will promote

the development of a militarily independent South Korea. Economic

and military burdens would be decreased for the US, while the R.O.K.

would acquire increasingly greater control of its military and economic

destiny.

The author has not proposed, nor does he intend to do so, that

these criteria for success are all inclusive. The intent was to

provide some key elements for coiisidration by the USG, Northrop and

the R.O.K.G. for implementing the coassembly program and in the end

judging its worth to the IS arid the R.O.K.

TECHNOLOCY TRANSFFR

Technology transfer is in actuality a form of security assistance

in itself. Because of the US Arms export i)olicy and the Carter admin-

istration's controls (Chap. II), the U.S.G. may stipulate that".......

modern aircraft production technology is not included in this co-

assembly program ( 3-40 )". In view of this, the extent of technology

transfer may be limited to the same extent as that provided to the

Republic of China (ROC) in the 1975-1977 coassembly program of 140

F-5E aircraft. The R.O.K.G. conducted a survey of the Taiwan
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coassembly program in January 1980. A key outcome of that investigation

revealed that a great hindrance to technology transfer in that case (ROC

opinion) was the presence of an unqualified Northrop technical assistance

team and quality control residents (18- ).

The Northrop technical assistance team and quality control residents

will determine to a great degree the benefits realized from the relatively

limited technology transfer anticipated by the R.O.K. In the industry-

to-industry technical agreement, Northrop will provide all of the technical

processes for parts fabrication, engineering specifications, special materials

to be used, assembly line procedures, etc. The R.O.K. will most likely

rely on the Northrop team to provide three types of technology((12-50) 2

1. system specific technology - that information acquired by a firm

in the design and manufacture of a specific item,

2. firm-specific technology - the non general knowledge possessed by

a firm that cannot be attributed to experience with any specific item,

and

3. general technology - that common store of learning used within the

industry or profession.(12-50).

In the opinion of the R.O.K.G. Northrop could possibly provide a great

deal of general and firm specific technology in the early stages of the

F-5E/F coassembly proqram because the R.O.K. possesses only a rudimentary

aircraft industry. lhe concern for the R.O.K. is however, that Northrop

may be interested in protecting much of its technology for competitive

reasons as well as for compliance with the Carter Administration's position

of avoiding introduction of advanced technology in the region. In the end,

Northrop's willingness to sell aerospace technology to the R.O.K. will be
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determined by whether or not the technology is packaged in such a manner

that the U.S.G. will approve its sale and the financial inducements

proposed by the R.O.K. ( 2- ).

The process of technology transfer and its cost are also dependent

on the type of technology involved and the form of its embodiment. General

technology will be more costly to transfer than firm-specific knowledge;

and firm-specific knowledge will most likely be more expensive than system-

specific knowledge, because the latter is often protected by patent rights,

or emboided in designs, drawings, toolings and other physical forms ( 12-50 ).

The license payments and royalties involved in the R.O.K. - Northrop contract

are particularly significant because Northrop's willingness to transfer

technology will depend on the extent to which the knowledge is vested with

the attributes of the property.

ECONOMIC SPILLOVER AND R.O.K. AERCI- DUSTRY

Military technology in itself is valuable to improve the ability of a

country to cope with an actual or perceived threat. However, the true value

to the development of a country is the application of military derived techno-

logy in the civilian industrial sector. This phenomenon is called the

technology spillover effect. The R.O.K. looks forward to the spillover

effect for advancing industrial techniques and capabilities.

In order to take full advantage of any technology spillover the R.O.K.

must recognize the present abilities and future goals of the R.O.K. aero-

industry. A KIAT survey, the Northrop industrial survey of the R.O.K..

and R.O.K.A.F. officials have taken stock of the Korean aero-industry

and are in agreement of its capability for technological advancement.

The overall ability for manufacturing a Fighter aircraft fuselage is

extremely limited with helicopter fuselage assembly and related maintenance.

The following table shows that industry sheet metal forming and machining
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Figure 5 CURRENTCAPABILITY 'VFUSELAGE MFG. TFCHNOL.O(Y

AI'CRAFT JAUTOMOBILE S[HIPS JORDINARY

ACCESSORY KIT MANUFACTURE

SHEET MEITAL PREPARATION ____

FORMING FORMING

SKIN, SPAR
MILLING - __

11ACHINERY
DUPLICATING

OTHERx'

CGHEMICALMILL IW ______

PROCESSING SURFACE TREATINI/ * ('

HEAT IREATIN3 / /77

ASSEMBLY RIVETING

WELDING ___________

S ~BONDING _______

PAINTING

TEST AND EVALUATION__

Legend. large scale application of equipment available

partial application of equipment available

~ possible application of equipment available

~ no capability

Source: Korean aircraft industry development program

Nov 1979 Korean Institute of Aeronautical techno-

logy.
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Figure 6 ?USELAGE AND WING MANIIFACTIJRI NG: DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

PRIORITY PRIORITY PRIORIIY PRIORITY

SECTI 1 9 3 4

SIDE PANEL FLOOR STRUCTURE NOISE PIECE

FORWARD NOSE UNDIR LOWER STRUCTURE CANOPY
CARRIAGE WIND SCREEN
DOORS

FUSE- CENTER PANEL ASS'Y FLOOR ASSY LANDING GEAR
LAGE FLOOR ASS'Y HINGE STRUCTURE

BULKHEAD AIR DUCT KEEL
BRAKE, SLAP
SUPPORT

AFT PANEL ASS'Y GAS DUCT TAIL FILM
STABILIZER

SURFACE A:RELM SANDWITCH
WING AND RIB SPOILER STRUCTURE

RIB INTEGRAL
SURFACE STRUCTURE

SPAR FRONT AND
REAR SPAR

SOURCE: KIAT study Report: 167
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In addition to developing airframe and wing technology, Korea has

proposed for itself a schedule for engine technology development. The

following table shows a prioritized schedule for manufacturing jet engine

components in three stages. The schedule has a goal of in-country jet

engine production within 6-8 years after implementation. Once again,

this is purely dependent upon the extent of engine manufacturing knowledge

that GE is willing to sell to the R.O.K.

Figure 7 SCHEDULE FOR JET ENGINE MANUFACTURING

1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3RD STAGE

1-2 YEAR 3-5 YEAR 6-8 YEAR

1 COMPRESSOR SECTION

Minor element *
Front Frame
Casing
Vane *

Drive shaft *
Rotor blade *
Disc *

2 COMBINATION SECTION

Minor element *
Casing *
Combination liner

3 TURBINE SECTION

Minor element *

Blade *
Wheel
Nozzle

4 EXHAUST SECTION

Minor element *
After burner casing *
Diffuser casing
Flameholder

SOURCE: KIAT STUDY PEPOPT
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When one considers the major cost drivers of aircraft production and

development, it has been found that Unaine and fuselage costs comprise

approximately 50 percent of total aircraft system costs while the other

50 percent is accounted for by accessory kits (19-203). A major portion of

the accessory kit is electrical and communications equipment. The R.O.K.

expects that technological spillover in th,9 area holds particularly

bright prospects for the Korean economy as well as promising decreasing

costs for the cost-driving elements of advanced aircraft.

Indeed the aero industry, as a technology intensive industry will

effect improvement in system engineering, electronic engineering, metallic

materials engineering, hydraulic machinery and tooling engineering. (19-12).

The cumulative impact of the benefits of these technologies is expected

to lead a transition from the R.O.K.'s presently labor instensive export

industry to a technology and capital intensive industry.

COMPARISON: JAPANESE COPRODUCTION

The author fully concedes that no two coassembly efforts for two differ-

ent countries are likely to yield exactly the same results. On the other

hand, the author also feels there is significant value in surveying the

impact of similar program efforts in countries whose industrial capabilities

were similar to the ROK's upon entry into a coproduction/coassembly effort

for sophisticated aircraft.

In the 1950's Japan began to develop a modern aircraft industry by

entering into coassembly and coproduction agreements with the United States.

The emphasis again was to begin with less complex systems and as the

"learning curve effect" developed progress into state of the art systems.
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Japan began its efforts with the T-33A, F-86F, and P2V7. When a relatively

sophisticated aircraft industry had evolved Japan coproduced the then

advanced F-104J in 1961.

In the Japanese programs, U.S. firmis provided designs and information

at relatively low cost. Royalties and fees ordinarily amounted to about

5 to 7 percent of the purchase price of the item liscensed (12-178). One

U.S. executive stated, "We were paid to put them in business, and we gave

them everything we had (12-83)." The U.S. provided blueprints, design draw-

ings, planning papers, specification and all process specifications. Japan

had no difficulty in getting any documents desired. In addition,they obtained

considerable "know-how" from the representatives of the various American

companies.

A 1967 Rand Corporation study (Aircraft Procurement and Coproduction

Strategy) of Japanese coproduction concluded that most system specific

technology can be transferred in written form, and that the transfer of

general and firm-specific technology requires a process of general

education and occupational training with more personal interaction. It is

unclear at this stage of the Korean coassembly program of the F-5E/F how

much emphasis will be placed on aircraft industry technology transfer, and

which type of technology would receive the emphasis.
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If the R.O.K. can accept Japan's precept that technology transfer

was primarily effected by access to and availability of certain design

and planning documents and specifications then emphasis on system-

specific technology would seem a logical choice. General technoloov

transfer would appear to require less emphasis in the case of the R.O.K.

in the F-5E/F coassembly stage for several reasons:

1. Japan entered into coproduction for aircraft which it did not

have in its active inventory and therefore had developed no level of

familiarity with the aircraft whatsoever. Korea has, however, had the F-5A

aircraft in its active inventory since 1965 and the F-5E since 1975. The

R.O.K.A.F. therefore has had operating and maintenance capability for the

F-5 for 15 years.

2. The R.O.K. has already procured and produced extensive tooling

and machinery for the F-5E in support of depot mainterance requirements.

Much of this tooling technology and capability is expected to be directly

transferrable to the F-5E coassembly, whereas Japan was obliged to develop

its tooling technology from scratch for coproduced aircraft. Examples of

the R.O.K. capability are:

A. Landing gear system: The R.O.K. is producing the brake system,

tire assembly, and gear retraction mechanism. Wheel disk and shock street

production requires refinement (19-214)

B. Tires: All aircraft tires are being produced internally (19-2.2()

C. Hydraulic system: Items in production include plunger pumps, staffa

valves, directional valves, actuating cylinders, hoses, and brakes. Variable

volume pumps, pressure regulators, relief valves and high pressure hoses could

be produced within a few years (19-226).
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D. Conriunication equipment: Communication and auto pilot systems

could be produced in-country because of extensive capabilities in VHF,

UHF, and DF communications systems.

E. Aircraft instruments: This is the most deficient area in Korean

manufacturing capability. It is estimated that the R.O.K. could produce

95 percent of its aircraft instrument requirements by 1985 (19-).

3. The final reason general technology transfer does not seem to require

as much emphasis as system-specific technologiy is rather intangible. The

Korean people are an intensely proud and patriotic people. They perceive

an intense and constant threat from North Korea. In coping with the North

* Korean threat the Korean people have historically demonstrated great

* intensity and dedication for the support of their government and its policies.

A national declaration encouraging technicians and managers to apply

ingenuity to improve upon available general and firm-specific technology

would almost certainly be universally accepted in Korean industry. Behavorial

scientists would contend that people motivated to such a degree will tend

to acquire general technology much of their own volition.

The intent of the precedinq agreement was not to exclude the desire-

ability for the R.O.K. to purchase firm-specific and general technology, but

merely to emphasize the difference in capabilities between the R.O.K. and Japan

prior to their respective entries into the advance aircraft production arena.

The comparison serves to isolate the primary area which should be of R.O.K.

concern for effecting technology transfer in the F-5E/F coassembly effort.

The following section will deal more specifically with concerns and possible

problem areas in the entire spectrum of the R.O.K. coassembly of the F-5E/F.
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COMPARISON: ROC COASSFMBI.Y

The following chart provides an illustrative depiction of the

similarities between the proposed R.O.K. coassembly program and the

ROC F-5E coassembly program, 1973-1980 ( 19- ). The author notes that

in addition to extensive similarities between the programs of the two

countries, both countries entered coproduction at similar technological

and economic thresholds. Based on these similarities the author makes

a recomendation for the R.O.K. to conduct in-depth study of the ROC

coproduction and its results in order to extrapolate expected outcomes

of the ROK program.

ROK-ROC PROGRAM SIMILARITIES

1. Overall economic levels of both countries similar.

ECONOMIC GROWTHf EXPORTS $PER HEAD

1978 {197 Latest 3 Months

ROC 112.97. g.5,. 387- 1430

ROK 11.6% 9.C 4,177M$ 1210

2. ROC PRE-COPRODUCTION EXPERIENCE

.USAF F-4 Depot Maintenance,

.UH-IH coassembly, 1969-1980

.12 F-5B purchased in 1973 (opera tional experience prior to coassembly

of F-5E).

3. PROGRAM EQUIPMENTS PROVISIONS SAME IN BOTH CASES. EXCEPTION: ROC ENGINE

WAS GFE WHEREAS ROK ENGINE IS INDUSTRY TO INDUSTRY PROVIDED.

4. BOTH PROGRAMS IMPLEMENTED BY SIMILAR 5-STAGE PROCESS.

5. ROC PROGRAM WAS EXTENDED BY 40 AIRCRAFT. ROK ANTICIPATES PROGRAM

EXTENSION BEYOND THE 68 SCHEDULED AIRCRAFT. (19- )
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EXPECTED PROBLEM AREAS

The author has mentioned many positive aspects for the F-5E/F coassembly

program in this and previous chapters; not the least of which were the

strong background of the Northrop Company in providing coassembly and

coproduction programs to foreign governments and the extensive F-5A and

F-5E operating and maintenance background of the R.O.K. However, this is

the ROK's initial attempt at a program requiring advanced aircraft technology

on a large scale. The author has considered managerial and planning require-

ments as well as industrial and economic planning factors to develop five

likely areas of difficulty for implementing the F-5E/F coassembly program.

The author also points out that these problem areas constitute only his

perception of areas expected to experience difficulty if thorough planning

and management are not exercised.

1. PLANNING AND OPGANIZATION

One of the truly critical areas is the planning phase for program implement-

ation. It is absolutely essential that the ROK and MND fully comprehend the sub--

stance and implications of the Northrop plan. The obvious language barrier is

perhapsthe least dangerous element for consideration. The more subtle differ-

ences such as social and cultural morals, management-worker relationships,

overall logistical capabilities, national worth of the effort are all variables

that pose significant deltas between American industry and Korean industry.

U.S. and Northrop planners as well as ROKG and MND officials must be fully

conscious of these deltas as plans are developed and prepared for execution.

* i.e. The management-worker relationship in Korean industry is rigidly

structured. Management provides direction to labor but does not provide
for nor promote feedback from labor. The end result is, a management
structure that operates in a situational vacuum.
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No amount of planning will be effective unless the premises upon which it

is based are valid.

Another form of planning must consider the dichotomy of the

acquisition organization between the U.S. and the R.O.K. The American

team consists of an extensive centralized organization comprised of

Northrop, USAF, AFSC, AFLC and other vendors. The Korean participants

are on the other hand decentralized, recently established (KIAT), and

inexperienced in fighter aircraft coassembly. KAL will be the in-

country nerve centerof the program. The airline is a non-government

agency and may conceivably experience great difficulty in integrating

the coassenbly effort with the U.S. team and R.O.K.A.F. Lines of

communication and coordination must therefore be thoughtfully planned

and provided.

2. MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION

This problem area is an adjunct tc the previous area mentioned, but is

somewhat different in scope. A management interface arena must be established

to deal with specific program related issues rather than blanket and arbitrary

requirements. With the multiple organizations and agencies involved responsi-

bilities must be clearly defined. When problems arise, it is important that

face-to-face meetings of concerned parties are held to expeditiously fornu-

late mutually agreeable solutions ( 9- ). The emphasis for management

communication and coordination must therefore be provided not only for inter-

country agencies but must also be well developed for intra-country problem

solving. When working coordination with two countries, there are possibly

cause problem due to cultural difference for instance R.O.K. is more rank

oriented rather than desk oriented.
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3. MATERIAL SHORTAGES AND DAMAGES

Delays in GFE and CFE materiels and damages upon receipt of shipments

in-country could significantly impact program schedules and costs. Lead

time for most OFE items ranges from 20 to 29 mionths. In some cases GFE

lead time is five months longer than the lead time for the identical item

as CFE ( 21- ).In other coproduction programs it has been found ...

"(w)hen the late equipment is delivered, it is generally more difficult

to install it in the airframe because other assembly work has been

done and other equipment has been installed ( 3-88).

The problem associated with long lead time items is the possibility

for either overestimation or underestimiation of requirements. Overestimates

can result in excessive inventories of high value items while underestimation

results -in assembly delays or complications as mentioned above.

In addition to the long lead shortages caused by not adequately anticipat-

ing requirements and lead time, an artificial shortage can be caused by ship-

ment of damaged units or damage incurred by units during shipment.

"GFE is delivered to the contractor, who performs appropriate receiving

inspections and repairs an item if necessary. The item is then packed for

shipment to the country coproduction facility. At the coproduction facility,

the item undergoes another inspection based on the same work order used by the

contractor. If the item does not pass inspection a problem may arise. ( 9-

If a problem does indeed arise, the faulty unit will either delay aircraft

assembly, or if sufficient time exists to repair the unit before scheduled

installation; men and materiel resources must be redirected to perform the

unscheduled maintenance.
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One can readily see the possible impacts of incorrect reouirements

determination, poor quality control procedures, and incorrect packing

and shipping of long lead time items. These issues should be carefully

pursued by all participants during scheduled program review meetings in

order to minimize their effects.

4. MANPOWER AVAILABILITY

A manpower shortage appears imminent for skilled technicians and

mechanics and middle managers in both the R.O.K.A.F. and with the R.O.K.

contractors. Korean sources believe that the F-5E/F coassembly program

will require 750 personnel at its peak production phase. KAL plans are

to transfer a large number of personnel from the Hughes 500 MD program.

However, even this measure may not provide a permanent solution since

it (KAL) expects to enter into another contract for the 500 MD in mid-

1980 (22-3).

In addition, the R.O.K.A.F. is expanding its F-4 depot maintenance

program. The reader will recall fromnChapter II that KAL has already

been contracted to conduct depot level maintenance for all US F-4

aircraft in the Far East. The expansion is expected to also decrease the

number of technicians, mechanics and managers available to KAL and Sansumg

for the F-5 program. KIAT has implemented a remedial program to anticipate

the expected shortage of trained personnel. The proposed program includes

recruiting retired engineers from the [IS and Europe and sending recent

graduates of Korean schools abroad for technical training that emphasizes

practical skills (79:63). In addition Hankuk Aviation College (one of

three primary sources of Korean aviation engineers) has proposed a seven

year development program totaling $22 million, which includes a new graduate

school ( q:43 ). The ROKG and ROKAF must monitor these remedial proarams

and ensure that required numbers and adequately trained oersonnel are avail-
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able in order to meet program needs.

5. INFLATION

Thougjh inflation is a standard issue of (oncern in industries world-

wide, it is a no less valid subject or Planring. In apportioning funds

for items which are renegotiated annually (overhead rates, technical order

maintenance, and provisioning documiertation arid planninq) the R.O.K. must

consider the effects of US inflation as well as home inflationary trends

(9-43). The growth factor imposed by inflation raises possibilities
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for misapportioning of funds onl renegotiable contracts during the

coassembly pr'ogram.

ASSFSSMFNT

This section will assess the R.O.K. - F-5E/F coafsembly in the

light of potential for meeting R.O.K. national objectives. Discussions

in this chapter and previous chapters have alluded the R.O.K. coassembly

objectives, however, they will be specifically presented here with

appropriate rationale. The national objectives of Korea will have to

be met through a set of criteria for measuring them. These criteria

and the prospects for fulfillment will also be presented. When viewed

realistically it is hoped that a rational judgient may be made by the

author with respect to the worth of the proposed F-5E/F coassembly

program for meeting R.O.K. objectives.

Chapter II presented an comparison of North Korean and South Korean

military forces. With respect to air forces, the North possess an

undisputed numerical advantage; an advantage that may or may not be

presently offset by the generally higher quality of South Korean F-4

and F-5 fighter aircraft (4-107). The F-4 Phantom is supposedly

superior in some region to the Soviet built MIG-21 now flown by North

Korea, however, R.O.K. military strategists note that during the Vietnam

conflict the MIG-21 enjoyed a favorable kill ratio of 1.1:1 over U.S.

planes which were predominantly F-4 models (8-41 ) Although the kill

ratio advintage may have been due to a number of factors specific
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disadvantages of the F-4 were cited:*

"...the F-4 Phantom exudes a highly visible 20 mile trail of

smoke, the prime aircraft used by the North Vietnamese, the MIG-21, is

much smaller than an F-4. We had a tremendous problem with visual

acquisition... In excess of 50 percent of our pilots that were shot

down never saw what shot them..they had a small airplane that was

hard to see, ours was big and easy to see and had this big smoke plume.

They had all the advantages (Dayton Daily:4B).

The preceding statement was made by U.S.A.F. Lt. Col. Steve Dwelle.

Colonel Dwelle is the commander of the USAF Aggressor Squadron at

Nellis AFB, Nevada. The Agqressor squadron flys the F-5E and assumes

the role of a Soviet air-to-air fighter squadron to train USAF and

allied pilots against Soviet tactics and capabilities. The F-5 is

used because it closely approximates performance and appearance of

the. MIG-21 in aerial combat (Dayton News:4B).

On the basis of the role that the F-5E plays in US combat training

for fighter pilots, it appears reasonable to assume that the choice

for coassembly of F-5E and F-5F models is a good one for promoting

R.O.K.A.F. ability to deal with the MIG-21 of the North Korean Air

Force. A more rigorous assessment of the coassembly program is develop-

ed on the following page.

*North Vietnamese pilots used ground control radar to guide them
against USAF fighters. In combat over North Vietnam radar guides
were extremely effective in guiding rIG-21s to kill American
fighters (Dayton News:4B).
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Figure 8

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Bases for Assessment

1. Historical context of U.S.: SA toward R.O.K.

2. R.O.K. long term objectives for the aeroindustry.

3. Criteria for success.

4. Goals of the F-5E/F program itself.

5. R.O.K. military needs and economic condition.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES R.O.K. LONG
TERM OBJECTIVES

*OVERALL ASSESSMENT A/0 0

1. Technolovy Transfer ';O 0

2. Spill-over effect 0 0

3. Psychological effect &

U.S. - R.O.K Relationshi 0 0

4. Other expected problem areas

*Quality Control Z /X 0

*Management and Coordination /-1/X 0

*Planning and Organization Z./X 0

*M~terial Shortage and Damage

*Manpower Availability -IX 0

NoteA/\/O indicates program uncertainty 0: bright, positive
with positive prospects possible. uncertain
Indicates possible problem area.

X: Negative. Need
development.
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The overall assessment on the previous table is rated questionable

because of two considerations; potential for coassembly program success,

and contribution toward ROK long term objectives for self-sufficiency.

Priictry contributors to this overall rating are the uncertain and negative

evaltjatio for technology transfer, quality control, management and

coordindtion, 1 l, , nnd organization, materiel shortage and damage and

manpower availability.

Technology transfer dou, not hold bright prospects for meetina

ROK coassembly objectives. The US technology disclaimer, Northrop reluct-

ance, and ROC lessons learned all seem to indicate a minimal level of techno-

logy transfer will occur. It appearsthat the ROK will have to acquire the

desired technological advancements from without the coassembly program.

Even though program technological transfer will not meet ROK object-

ives, the act of advanced aircraft coassemubly will in itself provide a

stong psychological boost to the Korean people in general. Another expect-

ed psychological impact is increased confidence by foreign investors who

became reluctant to invest in Korea after the Dornsun, Park Affair (Koreagate).

As previously mentioned, the general category of expected problem

areas requires full attention. Quality assurance programs must be fully

developed by the ROK in order for the ROK to overcome its tendency toward

reverse engineering. Management and coordination require more attention

for implementing the first-time advanced fighter aircraft coassembly for

the ROK. The ROKAF and MND must coordinate closely with ROK contractors.

Instrumental to management and coordination will be program planning and

organization. Lack of participation by the ROK in initial planning efforts

as well as KAL and Samsung inexperience compound problems for effective

planning and organization. Material damage and shortage and manpower
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I

shortages are less complex issues; however, they also are instrumental

for program success. The long lead time associated with GFP and personnel

training make these items that also require immediate attention.
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CHAPTER SUMMAPY

This chapter has presented an assessment of the F-5E/F coassembly

program. The assessment would be much more accurate and specific if

a formal MOU had been signed. However, such is not the luxury permitted

by time for this author. Still, several key assessments are possible

based on preliminary program information acquired.

The issue of technology transfer promises to be highly important.

Carter Administration policy as well as the willingness of Northrop to

provide technological information will detentine the extent of techno-

logical transfer.

The issue of economic spillover of technology is also dependent

on the type of technology provided by Northrop. The R.O.K. must make

significant advances in metal fotiin and machining and manufacture

with complex metals in order to acauire an advanced fighter 3ircraft

fuselage, engine and wing production capability.

A comparison to Japan's coproduction history indicates the R.O.K.

has more knowledge and expertise of the item subject for coassembly

than did Japan. Therefore, the R.O.K. has some of the basic ingredients

for developing its own firm-specific and general technology. However,

emphasis will be required to acquire system-specific technology in

order for the R.O.K. to more fully develop industrial manufacturing

capabil ;ties.

Even though the R.O.K. has had a maintenance and operating capability

for the F-5A since 1965, this is Koreas first effort at an advanced

fighter coassembly program. Therefore some problem areas should be

expected. The author believes that most likely candidate areas include
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planning and organization, manageimlent and coordination, materials

shortages and damages, manpower availability in R.O.K. industry and

the R.O.K.A.F. and the effects of inflation, in the U.S. as well as

the R.O.K., on contract items renegotiated annually. Attention to

these potential problem areas to prevent unnecessary cost and schedule

impacts should promote attainment of R.O.K. goals and objectives.

From his research the author was able to ascertain three primary

R.O.K. objectives for the coassembly program:

1. To counter the military threat of North Korea,

2. to promote military and economic self-sufficiency, and

3. to permit the R.O.K. to advance from a labor intensive export

economy to a technological or precision export industry.

In order for these Korean objectives to be met, the author proposed

four primary criteria which if sat. isfied should promote R.O.K. objectives

and provide a successful coassembly pronram. The criteria developed are:

1. the level of technology transter permitted to take place will

dictate the rate and complexity of korean technlo(ical advancement.

2. economic spillover will provide spin-off technology for consumer

goods for sale in-country and for export,

3. quality assurance procedures iiuSt advance with technology in

order to insure reliable military weapon systems and consumer goods, and

4. the U.S. - R.O.K. security relitionship should be strengthened

as a result of a successful coassembiv prograw.

The objectives of the R.O.K. and criteria for success developed in

this chapter will be used as a basis for answering research questions and

presenting the author's conclusions and recommendations in Chapter V.
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CHAPT.FP V

CONCLUJSIONS AND PFCOMIMENOAr I (TS

This chapter is the culmination of issues presented in earlier

chapters. Chapter II developed the historical trend of U.S. security

assistance to the R.O.K., Chapter III presented the F-SE/F coassembly

program, and Chapter IV provided the author's assessment of the co-

assembly program. The information divulged and issues developed in

those chapters form the sole bases for the conclusions and recommenda-

tions which will follow in this chapter.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH DESIGN

U.S. security assistance to the R.O.K. has been instrumental for

maintaining South Korea's military security and for promoting military

and economic development. The basis for American security assistance

in early years (1950-1960s) was grant aid. As Korea gained economic

momentum and American security assistance policy evolved, the primary

basis for U.S. security assistance became FMS in the 1970s.

The proposed F-5E/F coassmebly program is a combination of FMS and

industry-to-industry sales. Althouqh a final MOU has not been signed,

this research effort used available pronram planning information to

analyze the potential for the coassembly effort to meet the military and

economic objectives of the R.O.K. within the historical context of U.S.

security assistance to the R.O.K. The following conclusions and

recommendations are intended to assess the net worth of the F-SE/F co-

assembly program for promoting R.O.K. military and economic objectives.

In addition, the author intends to identify potential problem areas for

implementation of the program and to recommend management and planning
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actions to avoid those potential problems.

RESUARCH1 QUtSTIONIS ArND CONCLUS ION S

Question 1. How does the F-5E/F coproduction decision relate in the

historical context of Security Assistance programs between the U.S.

and R.O.K.? Chapter if presented the evolution of U.S. security

assistance to the R.O.K. U.S. security assistance was determined

to have a two-fold purpose:

1. to provide the military strength necessary to repell any

potential attack from the hostile and offensively postured North and,

2. to free the Korean economy from bearing the extreme financial

burden of providiiiq that necessary deterrent; thereby permitting the

economy to grow and develope to the ooint of supporting a self-

sufficient defense industry.

Although Korea is by no means yet economically nor militarily self-

sufficient; economic development via the Five Year Plans has been so

successful that the R.O.K. is now in need of advanced aircraft technol-

ogy in order to further develope its military industrial base. An

advanced aircraft production capability is deemed essential for

eventual military self-sufficiency. The F-SE/F coassembly program

will provide some of the required technolony while at the same time

not presenting an unbearable economic burden to the R.O.K. Therefore,

the decision for providing the R.O.K. the F-5E/F coassembly program

appears to be fully congruent with the historical intent and trend of

U.S. security assistance.

Question 2. Did the coproduction decision consider the needs and best
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interests of the R.O.K. military, defense industry, and economy? The

answer to this question is more effectively provided in the context

of the potential contribution of the coasseiibly program for:

1. providing an improved capability for weeting the military threat

from North Korea,

2. contributing new technology for more sophisticated military and

civilian aircraft production in-country and,

3. continued economic growth.

Chapter V provided a revealing discussion of the disadvantages of

the F-4 aircraft in combat against the MIG-2l during the Vietnam con-

flict. The USAF Aggressor squadron at Nellis AFB, Nevada uses F-5Es to

stimulate MIG-21s in air-to-air combat training for American fighters.

The MIG-21 is the most advanced figther aircraft in the North Korean

Air Force and the greatest air-threat for South Korean fighters. The

F-5E/F provides a small, clean and capable counter to the MIG-21. In

addition, the F-5E/F will be logistically supported by an already exist-

ing operating, maintenance and supply system, therefore making it

supportanle by an in-place logistics system.

Chapters III and IV discussed the South Korean capacity for advanced

aircraft and component production. The results showed an extremely basic

capability. Forming advanced metals, milling capability, and quality

control procedures all require extensive development. It is anticipated

that the technology transfer to be provided by the F-5E/F coassembly

program will contribute a degree of system-specific technology for

military - R.O.K. capacity and civilian aircraft production. However,

the magnitude of technology transfer will depend upon Northrop willingness

to sell it and U.S. government support or non-support.
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The F-5E/P coassemhly program as discussed in Chapter Ill is

expected to cost $500 - $600 million and will be implemented in five

stages versus an originally planniud seven stage implementation. The

elimination of two stages is expected to save the R.O.K.G. $6 million.

In addition, the F-Ud/F is less exp~ersive than a more advanced aircraft

such as the General Dynamics F-16. Therefore, the F-5E/F program

provides advanced aircraft technology and an aircraft that is suitable

for dealing with the North Korean air threat at reasonable cost. In

conjunction with the spillover of technology into civilian industry

these aforementioned factors should contributr? to continued economic

growth at minimal cost to the econumy.

In view of the contribution of the F-5E/1 program toward meeting

the North Korean threat, technoln y transfer. spillover effect, and

low cost to the R.).K.G.; the author concludes that the program decision

generally does consider the best inturests of the R.O.K. military,

defense industry and economy.

Question 3. How can curtnt knowledge and lessons learned from previous

coproduction endeavors be used for developing a R.O.K. plan of action:

The coassembly program as it was presented in Chapter III was the result

of planning primarily by the Northrop Corporation and the U.S.G. At

the present, there is a degree of anxiety on the part of the R.O.K.

because of limited participation in the planning effort. The R.O.K.G.

MND, KAL, and Samsung must coordinate the effort with a great number

of Air Force Agencies and the Northrop Corporation. The complex structure

of USG, Air Force and Northrop agencies in conjunction with limited know-

ledge by the R.O.K. of planning premises indicate that future programs
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should include greater participation of the R.O.K. for program planning. S.

In addition, in Chapter IV JapanesT cuproduction efforts indic'tted

that technology transfer was effected virtually without restraint. As a

result Japanese industry developed rapidly in technological capability.

Japan is tiuw one of the most industrialized and advanced nations in

the world. On ther other hand, R.O.K. survey teams sent to investigate

the ROC I-5 coproduction program found that Northro; was not particularly

anxious to provide extensive tuchnological transfer. Since the acquisi-

tion of ddvanced technology is a primary concern of the R.O.K. a plan of

action by South Korea should incndv emphasis for obtaining necessary

technical data and packaj)es from Northrop.

Ques-tiun 4. What plan of action should the R.O.K. follow to ensure

successiul impleminentation of the program? l,e R.O.i. can employ several

approaches to improve the probability for suk essful program implementa-

tion. lhe first of these is to identify as ,oon as possible key indivi-

duals who will manage the program for the .O.KG., R.O.K.A.F., KAL,

and Sam-iiung. These individuals must become intimately involved in pro-

grain activation planning and must fullN, coorJi.ite planning and implemen-

tation in-country and out of country with the USAF and Northrop.

A second tool available is to enter into a contrict wqith the ROC

and to have Taiwan provide a working level analysis of the ROC co-

production program with Northrop. The advantages of this approach is

that it would provide details of the actual experience of a country in

a very similar economic and military position as the R.O.K. The

infomation gained could be invaluable ior gaining insights to unexpect-

ed difficulties encountered as well as uncovering any oversights in

Northrop planning.
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A final plan; of action for the R.O.K. should include measures to

ensure that the coassembly program provides improved quality control

and management techniques. Quality control was pointed out as a major

weakness in R.O.K. industry by Senators Humphrey an Glenn in 1978. In

order for the R.O.K. to take advantage of advanced aircraft technology,

improved quality assurance systems must be developed to control the

outputs of improved technology. Therefore, regardless of the quality

control issues surrounding the F-5E/F coassembly program, the R.O.K.

should strongly consider quality control training abroad in countrys

such as Japan and the U.S. for its military and civilian quality

assurance engineers.
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RECOMMENDAT IONS

The Korean government is at a pivotal point in its quest for an

indigenous advancedaircraft industry. Conditions appear to be favor-

able in that the coassembly effort is with an aircraft that incorporates

advanccdtechnology yet is mechanically relatively simplistic. The air-

craft is also presently in the R.O.K.A.F. inventory which means the

logistics infrastructure already exists in addition to a degree of

firm-specific and general technology for the F-5.

However, the R.O.K. is devoting significant financial and human

resources to this effort, resources which have to be diverted from other

uses within the R.O.K. industry. To obtain maximum benefits and utility

from invested resources the R.O.K. should take every possible measure

to learn from the ROC F-5 coassembly program and perhaps retain ROC

experts in a consultative role for the dur'ation of the R.O.K. coassembly

program. This consulting contract should assist the ROK in avoidinn

expected problem areas and to promote quantity control techniques.

Prior to program utilization KAL and Samsunq must be encouraged to

recruit engineers and program managers. This effort should include planning

for acquiring the projected 750 personnel required for F-5E/F coassembly,

coordinating manpower requirements and availability for another Hughes

500MD contract by KAL and the planned depot expansion for the F-4 air-

craft. The R.O.K.G. must not lose the overall perspective especially

with the severe shortages in these fields.

Long range planning for the R.O.K. should also include continued

improvement of quality assurance capabilities and vehicles for maximiz-

ing technological spillover into the non-defense sector. An aviation

quality assurance agency paralleling the American Federal Aviation
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Agency (FAA) should be developed and given responsibility for improved

quality control in the aero industry. This aqency should promote quality

control expertise exchanqes with the United States as well as with other

advanced countries like Japan and Europeanqovernments. Additional long

range planning by the ROK should include the establishment of a program

management team in the ROKAF. Te team should be composed of dedicated

and knowledgeable international logistics specialists. The team would be

chartered to develop an intimate workina relationship with the USAF,

Northrop Company, MND, KAL, and Samsung.

Finally, Korea should develop a plan for disseminatingi acquired tech-

nology and quality assurance techniques to non-defense industry. This

thesis pointed out the economic benefits as well as the effects on national

morale when technology advances provide an improved standard of living for

a people. Long range planning for judicious dissemination of acquired

technology and quality assurance should accelerate the benefits derived

and their improvement.

In conclusion, the author is optimistic of the prospects for success

in this effort. Emphasis on Korean lonp ranoe planning and aggressive

participation will optimize military and economic objectives and provide

the foundations for more complex efforts in the future.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AFLC: Air Force Logistics Corunand (USAF)
AFPRO: Air Force Plant Representative Office (USAF)
AFSC: Air Force Systems Command (USAF)
AID: Agency for International Development (US in ROK)
ALC: Air Logistics Center (LI.AF)
AMG: American Military Government (US in ROK)
ASD: Aeronautical Systems Division (USAF)
BPMA: Bureau of Politico - Military Affairs (US)
CAC: Combat Air Comiland (RUKAF)
CFC: Combined Force Command (USOROK)
CFE: Contractor Furnished LuiipmieriL (US)
DCP: Direct Commercial Program (US)
DOD: Department of Defense (US)
DSAA: Defense Security Assistance Agency (US)
FAA: Federal Aviation Agency (US)
FIP: Force Improvement Program of IUK 1976 - 1980
FMS: Foreign Military "tIles (US)
FMSA: Foreign Military Assistance Act (US)
GA: Grant Aid (US)
GFE: Government Furnished [quipment (US)
GNP: Gross National Product
IFSPO: International Fighter SPO (LI-;Af-)
ILC: International Logistics Co;inand (USAF)
IMET: International Military -ducation and Training (US)
KAL: Korean Air Line (ROK)
KIAT: Korean Institute of Aeronautical Technology (ROK)
LOA: Letter of Appreciation
LOO: Letter of Offer
MAAG: Military Assistance Advisory Group (US)
MAP: Military Assistance Program (US)
MND: Ministry of National Defense (ROK)
MOU: Memorandum of Understanding
PDM: Presidential Decision Memorandumn (US)
ROC: Republic of China
ROK: Republic of Korea
ROKG: Republic of Korea Government
ROKAF: Republic of Korea Air Force
SA: Security Assistance (US)
SA-ALC: San Antonio Air Logistics Center (USAF)
SE: Support Equipment
SLOCs: Sea Lanes of Communication
SPO: Systems Program office (USAI)
TFC: Total Force Concept (US)
UNKRA: United National Korean Recon1struction Agency
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